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In Phi Beta Kappa

To Help Norway

SEWALL APPARENTLY THE NOMINEE

Wilbur Connon Gets
Coveted Honor In Ad
dition To Degree

Hans Heistad of Rock
port Co-Chairman of
Committee Lending Aid

Wilbur C. Connon. son of Mr and
IMrs Harold R. Connon. 124 Union
street, a senior at Bates College, was
elected to membership ln Phi Beta
Kuppa, according to an announce
ment made by Prof. Oeorge Ramsdel!, president of the Gamma Chap
ter at Bates. Connon received a
Bachelor of Arts degree at the
Commencement exercises yesterday.
He is one cf eight to be elected at
this time. One of the eight is Miss
Jennie L. Pratt, of Auburn, who
has the unusual honor of postgrad
uate election tc the society. She
Is a member of the class of 1890,
this year having Its 50th reunion
and was elected ln recognition of
her literary talent.
Members elected Include five from
Maine, two from Connecticut, and
one from Massachusetts. They are:
Miss Jennie L. Pratt, Auburn; Wil
bur Connon, Rockland; Edward
Quinn, Auburn; Laurence Owen
Wheeler. Wilton; Bernice Lord,
South Berwick; Edith Grugelis. Wa
terbury Conn.; Thomas Puglise,
Stratford. Conn.; Dexter Pattison,

The people of Norway are ln des
perate straits. They have been in
vaded by a cruel foe. This indus
trious. home-loving people, who had
no share ln the making of the Eu
ropean war and who have always
been generous in behalf of other
unfortunates, have suddenly found
themselves pillaged, their homes
plundered and destroyed, and their
principal Industries halted.
To others Norway has always
tried to be generous. After 1918
the Norwegian people opened their
hearts and homes to thousands of
orphans and undernourished chil
dren of Austria and Germany, fed
them, clothed them, and restored
their health and strength. Many
of these beneficiaries returned this
year disguised as friends to betray
the land that once fed them. The
Norwegian explorer and scientist.
Fridtjof Nansen, as High Commis
sioner of the league of Nations,
supervised the release and restora
tion of half a million prisoners |
scattered over Europe. He planned
the moving of a million and a half
Greek fugitives who had been
driven out of Asia, and got them
settled in Greece. He saved thou
sands of Armenian refugees. When
Russia attacked Finland, the Nor
wegians again opened their homes,
this time to Finnish chLJ-en, in
valids, and old people. They sent
provisions and clothing to Finland
In addition this small country
raised for Finnish Relief more than
$8,000,000 In cash, or about $3 per
capita, an unusual exhibition of
generosity from a comparatively
poor people.
Now, after more than a century
of peaceful relations with other
countries. Norway has become vic
timised by invaders. Her large mer
chant fleet, fourth largest of any
nation in the world. Is scattered
over the ocean and ln countless
harbors, her thousands of sailors
separated from their families, and
homeless refugees. But her people
are still facing the future bravely
and hopefully.
In these dark hours Norway has
found friends in America who have
organized the Norwegian Relief
Inc. with headquarters in Chicago.
The nucleus of this organization Is
Norwegians and Nordescendants but other
friends of this little country are
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Brewster Has It Easy In
Senatorial Race, But With
Mrs. Smith It Was Easier—
Burgess For County Attorney
By 300

MATINICUS-—The Island plan
tation reported in tlie early evening,
and distinguished itself by casting

Volume 95................ Number 73.

TIIE OLDEST VOTER
Mrs. Clara Maddocks of Owl's
Head was probably the oldest
Knox County person to vote in
yesterday's election, finding her
97 years no bar to exercising lier
right of franchise on a perfect
June day. She called for a Re
publican ballot, but the selections
she made are her own affair.
Mrs. Maddocks Ls Ihe widow of a
Civil War veteran.

The Black Cat

(this island community, Mrs. Smith
led her Jour opponents by 60 ma
jority Burgess got a boost of 39
majority in his close race for coun
ty attorney. Roberts received a
fine vote in the legislative race.
U. S. SENATOR—RALPH O. BREWSTER of Dexter.
GOVERNOR—SUMNER SEWALL of Bath.
I WARREN Here was a close race
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS (SECOND DISTRICT)—
■ for Senator, Barrows leading by
MARGARET CHASE SMITH of Skowhegan.
[ five votes. Payne was away out tn
STATE SENATOR—ALBERT B. ELLIOT of Thomaston.
1 front. To Stuart Burgess fell the
JUDGE OF PROBATE—HARRY E. WILBUR of Rockland.
distinction of leading tlie field witli
(By The Roving Reporter)
CLERK OF COURTS—MILTON M. GRIFFIN of Rockland.
trotting In 200-fiat. It was his naSHERIFF—C. EARLE LUDWICK of Rockland.
! tive town and responded to his
COUNTY ATTORNEY—STUART C. BURGESS of Rockland.
Slack season at the Georges
The linen business benefits from
emergency with a plurality of 191
COUNTY COMMISSIONER—CLARENCE LEONARD of Union.
River
Mills
ln
Warren,
pending
the
hotel
purchases to the extent of
■ over Harding.
REPRESENTATIVES TO LEGISLATUREchange of patterns. As an Industry, 480.006 dozen sheets annually; also
|
WASHINGTON:
Oov.
Barrows
ALBERT C. JONES and CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR, of
800.000 blankets and too many nap
I had three to spare, but Payne fared however, it is a good old standby.
Rockland.
kins, towels and miscellaneous Items
Margaret Chase Smith, upon whom better. Another Bnrgess town -by
ELBERT L. STARRETT of Warren.
Tlie south magnetic pole of the to keep track of.
the Set ond District lavished its votea. 11 majority.
CHARLES F. DWINAL of Camden.
earth has not been reached. It is
W ILLIAM T. SMITH of Thomaston.
Hezekiah Crandall loans me a
located in Antarctica at about 72
Its entire vote for Mrs. Smith.
LLOYD F. CROCKETT of North Haven.
degrees south and 155 degrees 16 copy of the Augusta Age dated July
Harding led Burgess by two votes, i
minutes east. Another Job for Ad 17, 1851, and subscribed to by D. F.
NORTH HAVEN - Barrows and
Conant. The front page carries a
VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVES
miral
Byrd.
* Payne had substantial majorities.
Ostervllle.
five-column story entitled "Tales
f*5 I Burgess and Harding ran neck and
Jones ..........
Connon. who has majored ln his
Tlie after-dinner speaker had of the Coast Guard,” a chess prob
J*® 1 neck, the latter leading by four
Lane ...........
tory and government, has been on
Pendleton
lem, a picture of a Boston hotel and
talked for 15 minutes.
votes. Tlie town gave Repre.sentathe football, track, andi baseball
Sleeper
other miscellany. Two home news
"After
partaking
of
sucli
an
ex

552 tive Crockett the fine vote he al
Tirrell .......
teams all four years; was a mem
cellent meal." he continued, "I feel items were swallowed up by a mass
ways gets ln his home burg.
ber of the Politics Olub; and of the
that If I had eaten any more I would of miscellany on the second page
2349
Total
OWLS HEAD — Brewster and
Varsity Club, lettermen's organiza
be
unable to talk."
and the other two pages were
Edgecomb Payne were out in front by small
Dwinal
tion.
From the ar end of the table came mostly advertising. That kind of a
128 majorities. Mrs. Smith had tlie
,......... ........... ____ 330
Camden
90
an ord^r to a waiter: “Olve him a “newspaper" published in Maine to
.......
3
Appleton ................... _.........
24
day. wouldn't get half way to first
.........
23
sandwich."
Hope ......................... _...........
■
base.
242
356
Total .............................. .............................. ___
This is the time of year when
Dick French Stingy With
Rawley Roberts Smalley
Crockett
Pussy often falls into disrepute, says
A man passing handbills on
113
4
46
Vinalhaven
the Christian 8cience Monitor. Main street Saturday afternoon was
Hits and We Beat
6
10
119
2
North Haven.....................
Young birds are leaving their nests viewed with suspicion and not a
Waldoboro
96
31
59
34
St. George ....................... .
to try their wings, and not the least few of the pedestrians declined hls
3
1
3
Matinicus .............-.... .....
Behind the four-hit pitching of
___
___
—
among the hazards they encounter offerings, evidently on the assump
102
Dick French, the Rockland Pirates
157
66
223
Total
are roaming cats. Is Pussy blamed tion that it was probably "politi
defeated Waldoboro at Community
for what is largely the fault of hu cal propaganda.” As a matter of
Representative Cleveland Sleeper. mans themselves?
Park 8unday, 5 to 1.
Most wellfed fact the bills were advertising a
Maine's primary election was held yesterday under the most favorable
Jr., who Is named for a fourth term. cats are less likely to catch birds "Jimmie and Dick" show.
Waldoboro scored In the fifth inn
conditions, and with major contests at the fore saw what will probably
ing on a walk and three successive
than neglected ones. Cat owners
prove to have been a largely increased vote. The latest available State
KNOX COUNTY
errors. Rockland evened it up in the
figures show Congressman Ralph O. Brewster leading Gov. Lewis O. Baralso can help by allowing their pets
Patrolman Frank Bridges, on a
U. S. Senator — Barrows 1745; less freedom at this season. Birds week's vacation Is not exactly
seventh when French got a base on
rows in the U. S. Senatorial race by 20,000. with all but 24 small communi
Brewster. 1879.
balls, went to second on a wild pitch,
are especially helpless and exposed "keeping up with the Joneses" but
ties reporting. Sumner Sewall was leading in the gubernatorial race by
and scored on LaCrosse's long
Oovernor — Fernald. 379; Page to attack at night and in the early mastering the mysteries of a bicycle
2100 plurality over Frederick C. Payne. Blinn Page of Skowhegan was
double Rockland put the game on
582; Payne. 1781; Sewall. 1118.
morning hours. Very young birds. he is trying to keep up with hls
third, and Roy L. Fernald of Winterport was fourth, ln the Second Dis
Ice In the eighth Inning when they
Congress -Bonney. 167; Buzzell. Just out of the nest usually spend wife on 8unday excursions around
trict Congressional race Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith, already seated in the
scored four runs on three errors and
521: Lancaster. 63; Marshall, 119; at least the first night on the the country.
special election, simply swamped her opponents.
three hits.
Smith. 2688
On the Knox County ticket there were but three contests—two in the
ground. By noon of the next day
Cooney pitched a good game for
County Attorney—Burgess. 1891; they have gained a little notion of
legislative classes, and the three-cornered sprint for county attorney.
One year ago: Nineteen of the 8’)
Waldoboro, as well as being the
Orossman. 151; Harding. 1587.
Frank F. Harding, by virtue of his fine showing in Rorkland. remained
self-reliance and ability to fly. If members of the Senior class lock
heavy batter.
McLain made two
pussy is required to spend her nights part in the commencement exer
in the counting almost up to the last minute, but was unable to stem the
nice runn ng catches in centerfleld
ln the house, like any other member cises—Graduates to the number of
tide in favor of Stuart C. Burgess which was running so strongly in Cam
den. Rockport. St. George. Thomaston and Warren.
Stuart C. Burgess, the nominee for
for the visitors.
of the family, and is not allowed 425 attended the Alumni reception.
Rockland
Many voters felt that Burgess was entitled to the nomination after hls County Attorney, whose sportsmancut too early ln the morning, bird Dr. Lloyd M Richardson being
also co-operating. It receives and
ab r bh po a
ship of two years ago was rewarded.
casualties will be fewer: And lt elected president.—Dr. F B. Adams
disburses funds to help Norway in splendid display of sportsmanship two yean ago when he supported the
5 12 0 2
Billings, ss —
might help to put a bell about her W’as home from Florida renewing
Republiran
ticket
on
thr
stump
after
losing
the
nomination
in
a
vote
as
her hour of need. As long as It
4 0 2 13 0 0 j
Foote, c....... ....
close as the onr by which he won yesterday. His election L- a tribute to thr lion's share of the ballots Bur
neck, as well.
old acquaintances.
was
possible
direct
aid
was
given
5 0 2 1 1 2
Flanagan. 3b ...
gess led Harding by two votes.
spirit
thus
displayed,
and
his
exemplary
standing
as
a
citizen.
Too
much
the
people
of
Northern
Norway.
2 1 0 I 4 0,
ROCKPORT -Barrows and Payne, !
121; Lancaster. 8; Marshall, 34;
Norwegian sailors are being helped, cannot be said in praise of Frank F. Harding, who fell heir to thr popuCounty Attorney—Burgess, 27;
4 0 1 8 0 °
larity
which
was
always
enjoyed
by
his
father,
the
late
Sheriff
Frank
F.
with
a very handsome vote for Mrs.
Smith, 293.
and
Norwegian
refugees
are
being
Harding.
24.
1 0 0 0 0 3
Annis, 2b .......
County Attorney — Burgess. 276;
cared for. Norwegian Relief Inc. Harding, and who. likr Mr. Burgess has a very high standing in thr com- smith. Burgess had a majority of
Legislature
—Dwinal, 23; Edge
0
1
0
1
0
2
Karl, cf ..... ...
munity. He has every reason to be proud of his showing and the support 26.
Grossman. 9; Harding. 163.
comb, 24.
4 0 0 0 0 0 ls America's outstretched had of given by his horns city.
R ails, lf —
SOUTH THOMASTON—Barrow* !
Legislature — Dwinal. 330; Edge
4 I 1 1 0 ° mercy to a brave and generous
Chisholm, rf
(by
a
majority
of
two),
Payne
and
comb,
128.
people.
2 1 0 2 1 0
Collamore. 2b
Mrs Smith and Harding, giving the Mrs. Smith. Burgess liad five more
Letters have come to Norwegian How Rockland Voted
CUSHING
Contrary to expectations Brews young candidate for county attor votes than did his two opponents.
U. 8 Senator—Barrows, 13; Brew
33 5 8 27 8 5 officials asking how Maine people
ter
had a majority of 126, while ney a majority of 22.
ST. GEORGE—Gov. Barrows made
may help. In response to these rester, 18.
Waldoboro
CAMDEN
—
Extra
strong
efforts
Payne was defeating Sewall by 180
hls best Knox County showing in
Oovernor—Fernald. 4; Page. 2;
ah r bh po a 0e ' quests Norwegian Relief Inc. has
in behalf of Brewster were made In this town, which was also strong
appointed
Rev.
Joseph
O.
Purdue
Payne. 13; Sewall, 14.
5 0 0 11 1 0
Burns, c ......
this town, where the Congressman lor Payne. Burgess supporters were
Congress—Bonney, 3; Buzzell, 3;
Crowell, ss .......... 4 0 1 1 0 0 of Bath and Hans Heistad of Rock
had a majority of 168 Payne and cheered by his support there, hls
port
co-chairman
of
a
branch
to
MoLain. cf .......... 4 I 0 2 0 0
Sewall ran a close race, the Bath majority over Harding beuig 55.
4 0 0 0 4 0 secure and disburse funds from
ace having 30 majority. "Hod"
Norwegians,
descendants
of
Nor

4 0 0 1 0 0
Bum'll made his best Knox Coun
Representative Charles F. Dwinal,
4 0 0 8 0 0 wegians. and friends of Norway in
ty showing here, but Mrs. Smith
who is nn his way tu a third term.
2 0 0 0 0 0 Maine. Until July 25 those who
was far out in front. Camden's
4 0 0 1 1 l' wish to aid ln this undertaking
Heal. 3b ___
support went far toward electing
3 0 2 0 3 1 should communicate with Hans
APPIFTON
Burgess county attorney. He had
2 0 1 0 0 0 Heistad. Rockport, and after July
U. S. Senator Barrows. 44; Brew— — — —
----------1I 25 with Rev Joseph O. Purdue, 890
ster, 35.
26 1 4 24 9 2 Washington street, Bath. ContrlbuGovernor Fernuld. 41; Page. 14;
Two base hits, Flanagan, LaCrosse.' tions should be sent to Hon. S. ArPayne. 23; Sewall. 7.
Slruck out. by French 13. by Cooney thur Paul, treasurer, 119 Exchange
Congress Bonney, 4; Buzzell. 22;
9. Hit b.v pitcher, Karl. Bfa.se on street, Portland, Me.
Lancaster. 1; Marshall. 1; Smith. 48
Prank F. Ilarding, whose run foe
halls, ofl French 1, off Cooney 5.
I
------- 1-----------County Attorney — Burgess, 20;
County Attorney was a revelation.
-------------------I “He hath riches sufficient who
Harding, 44.
By a blow of their wings, swans hath enough to be charitable.”—Sir
MATINICUS
are capable of breaking a man s leg. Thomas Browne.
U. S Senator- Barrows, 7; Brew
ster, 6.
Governor—Fernald, 4; Payne, 13;
Sewall. 6.
Congress—Smith, 22.
County Attorney — Burgess, 7;
Congressman Ralph O. Brewster,
of our
I
Clarence I^onard of Union, who Grossman. 1; Harding. 9.
vho has a long lead in the U. S.
will be a welcome addition to the
Legislature—Crockett, 3; Rawley,
Senatorial race.
Court House family as County Com 1; Roberts, 3.

Won In The Eighth

YESTERDAY’S WINNING TICKET

rf 1

Announcing the Opening

NEW AND MODERN DRUG STORE
AND ICE CREAM BAR

On Wednesday, June 19
at 9.00 A. M.

BRACKETT’S
MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON, ME.
73-lt

OaklandPark
■J)an Clng !

THURSDAY NIGHT
Special Attraction

BIG BILL MOORE, his Saxophone
and his DIXIE SWING BAND
Colored Swing Band Direct From Detroit, Mich.
No Advance in Price
Special Bus After Dance
73*lt

The city was proud to support Mrs.
Smith, giving her a total of 1035
votes or a plurality of 920. Grossman found 117 supporters in his
adopted city, but the race was be
tween Harding and Burgess, the
fonner having a plurality of 202.
I The predictions made in some quar
ters that Albert C. Jones would lead
the field was borne out by the facts,
the ex imayor's son, who was not
too proud to become a street-sweep
er having a majority of 101 over
Representative Cleveland SleepeT.
Jr., his nearest opponent. Frank
A Tirrell, Jr., who made no personal
canvass received a very handsome
vote.
•
Here are the statistics, “blow by
blow:”
• • • •

missioner.

Albert C. Jones, nominated for
Representative to Legislature and
high line among the aspirants.

Sumner Sewall, who will be tlie
gbematorial standard bearer.

a majority of 113. Loyal always to
home sons, it gave Representative
Dwinal the highest vote of the day.
CUSHING — Sewall nosed put
Payne by a single vote. Burgess
and Mrs. Smith found favor.
FRIENDSHIP—The features in
this town were the fine endorse
ments given for (Mayor Payne, who
led his nearest opponent by 104,
while Burgess led Harding 99 to 17.
HOPE—This proved to be a Barrows, Fernald and Burgess town and
APPLETON—This town bestowed gave neighbor Edgecomb a majority

it* favors upon Barrows, Fernald. of one.

Smalley led in the four-cornered
legislative contest by a comfortable
plurality.
THOMASTON—lhe Brewster co
horts outnumbered the Governor's
forces by 33. Payne was favored for
Oovernor. and Mrs Snjith was high
line on tlie ticket. Burgess led
Harding by 42 plurality.
UNION—Gov. Barrows had espe
cially strong backing here his ma
jority over Congressman Brewster
being 81. Payne was well out In
front. Harding's town by a plural
ity of 26.
VINALHAVEN — Brewster and
Payne had very strong backing iu

Representative l.lnyd F. Crockett,
who won renomination in field of
four.

CAMDEN

U. S. Senator — Barrows, 154;
Brewster, 322.
Governor- Fernald. 90; Page, 89;
Payne, 148; Sewall, 178.

Lancaster. 1; Marshall. 1; Smith,
25
County Attorney — Burgess, 19;
Harding, 14.
FRIENDSHIP
U. S. Senator—Barrows, 81; Brew
ster, 52.
Governor—Fernald. 5; Page, 13;
Payne, 117; Sewall, 13.
Congress—Bonney, 8; Buzzell, 8;
Marshall. 4; Smith, 108.
County Attorney — Burgess, 99;
Orossman. 1; Harding, 17.
HOPEl i
U. S. Senator—‘Barrows, 30; Brew
ster, 21.
Governor—Fernald, 23; Page, 3;
Payne, 25; Sewall, 10.
Congress—Bonney, 8; Buzzell, 10;
Lancaster, 1; Marshall, 1; Smith,

Congress — Bonney, 21; Buzzell, 36.

NORTH HAVEN

U. S. Senator—Barrows, 76; Brew
ster, 43.
Governor—Fernald, 6; Page. 3;
Payne. 52; Sewall, 78.
Congress- Bonney, 10; Burnell, 20;
Lancaster, 4; Marshall, 9; Smith,
73.
County Attorney — Burgess, 58;
Grossman, 2; Harding. 62.
Legislature—Crockett, 119; Rawley. 2; Roberts, 10; Smalley, 6.
OWLS HEAD

(|

U. S. Senator—Barrows, 30; Brew
ster, 37.
Oovernor—Fernald, 11; Page, 6;
Payne, 29; Sewall, 27.
Congress—Bonney, 3; Buzzell, 6;
Lancaster, 0; Marshall, 2; Smith,
59.
County Attorney — Burgess, 35;
Grossman. 3; Harding, 33.
(Continued on Page Three)
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high light of which was the 186th SUNSET
Brunswick were guests Sunday of
commencement of Columbia Uni
Mary O'Toole arrived this week Mr. and Mrs. James Small.
Lillian Greenlaw is here for the
versity. Five thousand three hun for the Summer.
Summer.
Hard of Hearing Society
And thou shalt call His name
Mrs.
Gladys
Black
has
been
visit

dred forty-five academic degrefs
Dawn Snowden was a recent visi
Has a Picnic, and More
Jesus; for He shall save His
were awarded, the largest class ln ing in Boston.
tor in Bangor.
people from their sins.—Matt. 1;
Mr.
and
Mr.s
Lewis
Small
of
Picnics Were Planned
the university's history. One hun
Dorothy Donovan is visiting her
21.
Members of the Rockland Society dred of that number, including her servatorles of the Empire State cousin Jeanette Daudlin ln Oceanson. received the medical degree
vllle.
for the Hard of Hearing held thelr
from the College of Physicians and Building were reviewed. From the
Virginia Cole spent Thursday
annual dinner at Witham’s Lobster Surgeons. The procession of can- top of the highest building in the
with Mrs. Pearl Hutchinson in
Pound Thursday night. The tables 1, didates, all ln black gowns with j] wor'd'the panorama ofNew V ork
Stonington.
Republicans of Knox
were gay with flowers and at each r()iors identifying the degree to be spreadsout. like aminiature city
County Asked For An
with
people
looking
as
if
they
might
place, favors carried out the society conferred. and the exercises followExpression
colors of blue and gold. The pre- lng Were very impressive. The have stepped out of ''Gulliver’s
Airplanes were flying
sentation of an umbrella to the j c#lnplls WRS beautiful with rows Travels."
The amazing political develop
president, Mrs Oladys Thomas, and , an(j rows of many varieties of iris around at the same level, 1.280 feet
ment of Wendell L. Willkie, during
up
cut flowers to the honorary presi in full bloom.
side trips to Atlantic City and
the past two months, from bare
dent, Mrs. Freeman Brown, were
A day at the fair with a record
the
beaches of lower Long Island,
delightful
features
of
the
occasion
]
croW(1
mention as a possible compromise
of nearly 318.COO proved
both
through land level to the
and
brought
to
a
close
the
10th
highly entertaining. The periscandidate for Presidrntial nomina
horizon, were ln sharp contrast to
Combination Coal and Electric
year
of
the
society.
pherc.
200
feet
ln
diameter,
is
unique
tion, to the most prominently dis
Previous to the dinner. Mrs Na and is a beautifully and an ex the drive up the Hudson, with the
TWO IXIVFRSAL ELECTRICS
cussed of all Presidential possibili
than Witham entertained the mem travagantly planned
attraction. Palisades rising abruptly from the
TWO GENERAL ELECTRICS
ties, has been the most conspicuous
bers at the bungalow. Reports on Witli 700 foot trylon, it forms the river'* edge.
Flowers everywhere were beauti
phenomenon of American politics
the 18th National Conference of nucleus of the fair and can be seen
ONE HOT POINT ELECTRIC
the American Society for the Hard for miles around. At night time the ful. Apple and peach trees were
in 1940.
ONE WATER COOLER
ln blossom, and iris, lilacs, azaleas
of Hearing which will be held in Los fair looms up like a fairyland.
In the Gallup polls and similar
ELECTRIC
and
rhododendrons
were
at
their
Angeles June 23-29 were given.
Tlie Exhibition, Masterpieces of1
preferential tests of public senti
ONE REFRIGERATOR (ICE)
The theme of the conference. Art. is a splendid showing, which Ihelght' At ,he 'air- ‘“neaping
ment, Willkie has leaped from a
'United for Better Hearing, ex has been assembled mostly from j was an art' wlth yfUw and -™rPlc
ONE 50-GAL. WATER HEATER
fractional percentage to 17 percent
presses the aim of the National So American collections and is valued, pan'sies ^ectively massed in color.
(electric)
or more of popular preference for '
Front row. left to right: Ralph Trim, managrr: Oney. Keefe, Cuccinello, Hobbs, Seliger. Back row: F. Maueo,
' anc' • s chapter whith unite
over $30000.001 Among the pic-1
ONE UNIT HEATER (steam)
the Republican nomination. Thts j
Peterson, J. Mazzeo, Rossnagle, Higgins, V. Johnson.
'n 8 nation-wide movement to carry j tures ls Robert Fekes painting of
confidence in his ability, courage
out a three-fold program: preven Mrs. James Bowdoin. lent by the
ONE 42-IN. I. L. G. FAN
and fundamental Americanism is
tion of deafness, conservation of Bowdoin College Museum of Fine
Van
Baalen
reflected also ln the Democratic
hearing ar.d rehabilitation Special Arts.
ab r bh po a
party, of which he was a member
0
There
should
be
no
confusion
in
str
** b placfd on Preventive work
An afternoon at the Metropolitan
2
112
0
Woythaler, cf
until the non-6oclalistic elements
1 the public mind over the recent refu-; and thf nfeds °f thf h«rd °f hear’ Museum with its wealth of price
305 BROADWAY,
ROCKLAND
0
Mazzeo.
ss
of the New Deal program compelled
71-tf
1
gee
relief
appropriation
by
Congress.
in
«
chl
^less
treasures,
and
a
trip
to
the
obBy MOSHER
Murgita. 3b
him to recognize that this trend
0 It does not effect the needs of the
A decades work of the local so-i
S.
Oray.
lb
within the party no longer repre
1 Red Cross for funds for hospitals, ctety has resulted ln the culmlnaL Raye. c
sented his sincere beliefs.
0
medical supplies, etc. It merely '‘°n ol a cherished goal. Announce-,
V. Raye. r............ 3
A non-partisan and non-politi
0 gives the Red Cross an added oppor- ment
made that
Rockland ,
Lombardo, rf
cal group in Knox County, deeply
0 tunity for service in the distribution w'ould be represented among the
impressed by Willkie's rise to na
Fiore, lf ...
1 of the food supplies which the gov- teachers taking the Teacher Train-1
Tibbetts, 2b
tional consideration as a Presiden
0 ernment will buy in this country. mg Course in Lip Reading Methods'
tial prospect, has decided to submit
R. Gray, p
!, The actual need of the Red Cross given by Miss Eliza C. Hannegan of
to the voters of the County an op
Epstein, p ....
grows with each passing day and all Portland this Summer, and in the
portunity to express their own League Standing
contributors should give generously. Fall, lip reading instruction for
32 6 10 18 9 8
views on the subject. None of the
Pet
L.
and soon.
' hard of hearing children will be1
group originating this action are Amoco . .......
1
.800 Perry’s Markets
Previously
reported
..........
$2,577.07
included ln the curriculum of Rockoffice holders, actively engaged in Indies ........
ab r bh po a
.714
2
land Public Schools.
Boys' and Girls' Club of Till
politics, nor has any of them any Elks ............
2
667 McCarty, lf
Picnics were planned for the
son Ave.. Rockland --------- - 5 00
asptration for any elective or ap Texaco .......
.667 Perry, r .......
2
Summer months and an invitation
pointive office. They are moved A. & P. ........
Dr. and Mrs B. E Flanders,
.500 Feyler, rf
3
from Mrs. John Northcott ot Newsolely by thelr admiration of Mr. Perry's M'ket . 2
Rockland---- ------ ------------ 5 00
4
.333 McPhee, 2b ...
Bedford to hold the July picnic at
Willkie's achievements i n public Van Baalen — 2
5
.287 , Anderson. 3b
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence F Joy.
her Summer home in Friendship
and private life and by a wish that I. L. Snow------ I
6
•143 | Dudley, cf
Rockland....... .......... ........ — 3 00 was accepted.
both major parties be represented
Games this week—Tonight. Elks LaCrosse, ss
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lord.
Mrs Brown gave an account of
by the strongest possible candiates vs. Texaco. Wednesday. Van Baalen Golver, c .......
Camden...... .................. -..... 2.00 her recent trip to New York, the
in the coming national election.
vs. Amoco. Thursday, I. L. Snow Duff, lb .........
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Johnson.
Knox County voters who are in vs Elks Friday, Texaco vs. A. & P. Rackliff. p
Owl's Head _______ __ _
LOO
accord with the belief that Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Watts,
Willkie would represent the strong Van Baalen 25, Snow's 3
33 10 10*20 7 2
Rockland .......... ....... -........... 2-00
est choice at present available for
Van Baalen made it a split for I • Tibbetts out. not batting in 6th.
Ella
P. Grimes, Rockland
5.00
the Republican nomination are in the day by walloping Snow s in the Vgn Baalen
2 1 1 2 0 0 0-6
vited to give expression to their second game Sunday 35 to 3. Twenty
Mr. and Mrs. Oilman Seabury.
Without Calomel-Ud You’ll Jump Out of
Bod in tho Morning Barin' to Go
views by signing the attached slip, hits for 35 bases rattled off the bats Perry's Markets .7 0 2 0 0 1 x—10
Rockland
.......................... 3.00
The liver should pour out two pinto of
checking it in one or both squares of the winners as they scored ln, To base hits. L Raye. Gray. Mur- Mr. and Mrs. A P Blaisdell.
liquid bile into your bowelo dan*,
this
2; ,UcPh_ef_
io not flowing rrrely, ycur o»e*o may
to indicate how actively they wish every inning but the 4th. Tftir **
Rockland......... ...................... 2.00 bile
not digest. It may juat decay ln the bowels
Independence made America and
to identify themselves with the big inning was the 6th, when they I Glover Base on balls, off Rackliff
bloats up your stomach. You get consti
JTOKELY'S
Henry G. Jordan, Rcckland .. LOO Gas
’Independents' made NATION-WIDE
pated.
You
feel
sour,
sunk
and
tho
world
3.
Gray
2.
Struck
out.
by
Rackliff
movement and mailing to Willkie made eight hits good for nine runs.
NO
AA
looks punk.
»
Stores, thousands of them . . . each
GRAPEFRUIT
1 CANS
It takes those rood, old Carter*! Little
2"C
Committee, care of The Courier- Epstein held Snow to six hits while 1. Hits off Gray 5 in 2-3 innings Ernest O Kenyon. Rockland .. 2.00
one adapted to the neede of your
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
1.00 flowing
Losing Pitcher Oray. Umpires.! M. Grace Walker, Warren
Gazette.
freely to make you feel “up and
making flve himself. Woythaler
community.
JTOKELY
’
S
—
Halve*
or
Slice*
” Amazing in makinr bile flow freely.
Grace Knowlton. Rockland .... 1.00 up.
t 1 I favor the nomination of led the onslaught with three Smith and Freeman.
Ask for Carter's IJttJe 1J ver Pills bv nsme.
Your NATION-WIDE is owned and
Wendell L. Willkie for President singles, a triple and a homer, Mur- i There will be another tie for sec- Maude K. Smith, Rockland
1.00 10< and 25tf. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
PEACHES
2 NO
CAb£’ 39e
managed by a fellow townsman . .
of the United States in 1940.
your triend and neighbor.
gita played bang-up ball at third on(j place again tonight. Elks tw Mr. and Mrs. D. L. MoCarty,
[ 2 I wish to enroll as a member in both games for Van Baalen. The 5^ Texaco with somebody dropSTOKELY-S
Rockland........ -...... ............. 200
of a Knox County 'Willkie for score:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Hupper,
ping close to the second division.
CITRUSIP
2 CANS
President" Club.
Tenant's Harbor ................... 1.00
Van Baalen
It looks &s if Van Baalen start
ab r bh .po a e ed the wrong pitcher Sunday against Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Sim
CHEMISTS WANTED
mons, Tenant's Harbor ...... 1.00
Woythaler, cf ..... 6 4 5 2 0 0 Perry's Market. Epstein allowed two
LARGE
Explosive chemists are urged to
KELLOGG'S ALL-BRAN
Mazzeo, ss .......... 4 4 2 9 2 3 runs in six and one-third innings, Martinsville Ladies’ Circle,
PKG
apply at once for the civil service
Tenant's Harbor ................ - 13 00
Murgita, 8b ........ 4 3 2 4 5 0 after replacing Gray who had al
examinations now open for the
1000
Gray, lb ....... ...... 4 2 2 10 0 0 lowed seven.
GENERAL KNOX Sspread’
, Morris B' Perry. Rockland
various grades of chemist and |
3 00
This
same
babv
has
an
unbroken
1
Dameh
'
H^kland
Fiore, lf ............... 4 0 0 0 0 0
chemical technologist positions in
LOO
L. Raye, c ............ 4 3 10 0 0 string of seven stra-ght bits. After ^<ld D-uncan. Vinalhaven
the Federal service. In connection
GENERAL KNOX DRESSING
100
A
Friend,
Vinalhaven
V. Raye. r............ 2 2 12 0 0 flying out his first time at bat, he
with the present National defense
Mrs.
Clarence
Bennett,
Vinal

Lombardo, rf ...... 5 2 110 0 got two off Rackliff, and ran off
program it is extremely important
haven ____ _____ __ ............ 1 00
ERE-FLO
Tibbetts, 2b ........ 5 2 110 0 five more off the assorted pitching
that a large number of well quali- j
Miss
Alice Larkin. North
Epstein, p ........... 5 3 5 0 0 0 of Snows
SALT
2
fled explosive chemists and chemi
75 00
Rackliff also hit well, getting two j Haven ____
cal technologists be Immediately
O and C
43 25 20 21 9 3 for three and driving in five of his Mrs. Cecil E. Knowles, Cam
available should vacancies occur ih
200
den
____________
_____
—
team's
runs.
Who
says
pitchers
Snow
2 CANS
this field. The salaries for the
Mr and Mrs. Roy A. Fuller.
ab r bh po a e
2(8)
positions for which these examina
Camden ............. .......... . .....
Foley. 3b. p ........ 2 12 0 1 0 : There's little doubt that "Firpo''
tions have been announced range
Mr. and Mrs J. A. Brown.
LADY LOUISE TOILET SOAP
4 BARS
DeVeber, ss .....
4 12 5 2 2 Frye is the people's choice. It was
from $2,600 to $4,600 a year. ApCamden _____ ___ ____ —... 5.00
Carter, rf ..........
1 0 0 0 0 0 ' a quiet ball game until he showed
lications must be on file with the
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Ball,
Frye, c ................. .30123 0 up In the second inning.
CAKES
U. S. Civil Service Commission at
Camden .....---- ---------------- 2.00
Thc absence of Dowling and JackTopping. 2b, p
.3 0 0 0 1 0
It's one of the busiest depart
Washington, D. C.. not later than
Mr. and Mrs William E. Reed.
son
hurt
Snow
plenty
Sunday.
They
Salminen, cf ..... .2 0 0 1 0 0
June 24. Copies of the announce
Camden
..... —............. 5.00 ments In the store. You should
EACH 3I<
V. Crockett, lb
3 0 18 0 1 certainly didn't look like thc team
have been here yeaterdiy and
2.00
ments and the application forms
Mrs. J. T. Smythe, Camden
Willis, lf ............. .3 0 0 0 0 0 that walloped the A. & P. last week.
seen the "have you got its"
5 00
may be obtained from Leroy D.
Dorcas Club. Rockland.........
splend:d
Sukeforth. rf, c r 2 10 10 0 Indies 9, Amoco 8
turned into “III take ’em*.”
Mr. and Mrs. O. A Palmer,
Perry, Secretary of the Board of
LARGE
SMALL
Cargill, c, 2b. 3b 3 0 0 2 1 2 : The Indies took undisputed pos
2 BOTS 25c
CATSUP
CAN
CAN
U. S. Civil Servcle Examiners, at
Rockland ........... ................... 500
Cool
cotton
slacks
In
rainbow
L. Crockett, p, rf 2 0 0 1 0 0 session of second place by pinning W. D Todd, Crescent Beach
2.00
the post office in this city,
FANCY
SMALL
colors— '
the first defeat of the season on Rockland Chapter of Haor from the Secretary of the Board
PLAIN or CHOCOLATE
2 CANS 27c
28
3
6
‘
20
8
$2.00, $2.50
5
Amoco last night 9 to 8. The game
dassah. Rockland ................ 5-00
of U. S. Civil Service Examiners at
Woythaler hit by batted ball in was a thriller with the lead chang A Friend, Thomaston............. 5.00
any first of second-class post office.
Gabardines and flannels as
2d.
ing hands several times during the E. H. Philbrick, Rockland
5.00
wishable as the others are wash
STOKELY’S DICED CARROTS
“Not what we have, but what wc Van Baalen .... 3 5 2 0 2 9 4—25 game. Indies finally went into thc A Friend, Rockland ............... 2 00
able—
use; Not what we see, but what we Snow's ............... 0 1 0 0 2 0 0—3 sixth trailing 8 to 6. Singles by Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Diesler,
$5.00, $6.50, $6.95
NO 2
Two base hits, DeVeber, Frye. Woodman and Achorn, an infield
Rockland----------------------- 1 0®
choose; These are the things that
STOKELY'S ASPARAGUS
CAN
Mazzeo,
Murgita.
Three
base
hit,
If
you
arc
wearing
winter
out
and
Norm
Con
non's
third
hint
Gordon
Reed,
Thomaston
......
2.00
mar or bless The Sum of human
trousers, you'd better shake a leg
Woythaler. Home runs, Woythaler, of thc game tied the score in this Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock. Thom
happiness.”
NO 2 4
STOKELY’S SPINACH
Gray. Stolen base, Woythaler 2, L. inning. Amoco went scoreless in
and run in tomorrow.
CANS 35c
aston ............................ ......... 1.00
Raye. Double play, Cargil, Topping tlieir half and Indies pushed across Mr. and Mrs. LawTence H.
Dunn. Miss Harriet Dunn,
and V. Crockett. Hits off Crockett the winning run on Hart Talbot's
Men’* Ensembles
STOKELY’S
6.00
1 in 1-3 inning. Base on balls, off! double and a wild heave by Mazzeo
Thomaston
1 L!) CA.u
LA TOUKAINE
$3.00 to $10.00
Crockett 4. Topping 5, Epstein 4. on Hunt's roller. Amoco were out- Woman's Missionary Society of
tt
<3
Federated Church, Thomas
Struck out, by Topping 3. Losing hit 2 to 1, but Boynton handed out
Boys' Ensembles
ton ......... —............. —......
pitcher, Topping. Umpires. Smith eight passes to keep himself in hot
$2.00, $3.00
Mr. and Mrs. Almon B Cooper,
water. The score;
and Freeman.
Amoco
Rockland ............................... 2 00
Sport Shirts for Men
Perry's Market 10, Van Baalen 6
ab r bh po a e
ALWAYS UNIFORM, SAFE AND ECONOMICAL
At “Personal” you a/so get
Although each team made ten Id. Mazzeo 2b
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50
Total to date ................. $2,780 07
2 0 1 0 2 1
friqndly, considerate service
hits, Perry's Market put flve, four ijord, cf ... .......... 2 2 0 0 0 0
CALO DOG AND CAT FOOD
Loans of $25 to $250 or more.
CANS
Boys’ Sport Shirts
of them doubles, together in the F. Wink. 3b ...
Endorser’ seldom required.
4 2 2 2 5 1 Achorn, cf............ 3 12 10 0
first inning to score seven runs to Sullivan, lb ......... 3 1 1 12 0 0 Woodman,2b ... 3 112 0 2
LGE
$1.00 '
IVORY SOAP (IT FLOATS)
2 BARS
B^S
Amt. A Mo. 12 Mo. 20 Mo.
defeat Van Baalen in the first Welch, ss ............ 4 110 2 0 AndCTson, lf ......... 3 0 0 2
0 0
n.io
6.V3
60
game of Sunday's double header Day. c .................. 3 2 2 0 0 0 Connon, r ............ 3 0 3 3 0 0
—
“Palette Screened Print”
10 to 6. Ralph Gray started for Valenta, lf .......... 1 0 0 2 0 0
21.02
11.0A
7.30
110
Silk Ties
the losers, and McCarty's second Shafter, rf .......... 2 0 0 0 0 0
33 9 14 21 7 4
37.10
17.10
11.4A
170
$1.00
double of the inning brought in A. Wink, r............ 3 0 0 2 0 0
• None out when winning run
21.00
52.26
16.00
240
The beauty of the patterns all
Larry Epstein who stopped the Brackett, p ......... 2 0 0 0 1 1 scored.
»SCOTTISSUE 3 "Otis 25c
but defies description. Fused col
1 LB CAN
3 LB CAN
rally. Van Baalen stayed in the
Amoco,
2 0 4 0 2 0 0—8
ors. fresh as from a painter’s
4 rolls |9c
WALDORF
bail game with six runs in the (first
FINANCE CO.
3 0 3 0 0 2 1— 9
26 8 7 18* 9 3 Indies,
palette, blended in surrealist ma
four innings, but Rackliff held Indies
rines and florals.
Two-base hits, F. Wink 2, Con
SCOTTOWELS 2 RILLS 21c
2nd. Moor, Kresge
Bldg.. ICin. 201. 211
them scoreless from there as his
ItAt EASV
ab r bh po a
non 2, Boynton, H. Talbot. Home
Water
Stret,
Au
runs, Day, Boynton. Stolen bases, I
mates added three more runs to J. Talbot, ss ..
gusta, Maine.
Tel.
1150.
cinch the win. Two singles and a H. Talbot, 3b
Day, Valenta, Shafter. Sacrifice,
rharern S% on Vnpald Monllil. huldouble by Duff led the offensive of Hunt, rf ......
Mazzeo. Double play, F. Wink to
*nc ap to SIM.
Monthly on
TEL. 294
Balance above.
I both teams. It was Perry's second Payson, c .....
Sullivan. Base on balls. Off Boyn
Small Loan Statute Iaeeniw 5o. 1
$16 MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND, ME.
win after four stragiht defeats. The IBoynton. p
ton fi Umpires Smith and FreeGuaranteed by GOOD HOVS1.KEEP1NO ae advertised therein
score;
|Jameson, lb
0 man

Dinner At Witham’s

The±!±:±.ette Softball League-A&P Team

The Wilkie Test

BARGAINS

ELECTRIC STOVES

SOFTBALL

Red Cross Needs

Francis E. Havener

LEAGUE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

1

25<

9«

You’re not alone in

POTATO STICKS

t9<

liking our cool

trousers

19c

AMBROSIA CHOCOLATE

19c

2

yV CHEF BOY-AR.OEE SPAGHETTI DINNERS

OVALTINE

SHRIMP

33< 59<

2 CANS 23c

29<

HONEY POD PEA^S
2 c%l 29c

COFFEE

3

1|c - 2

25c

23c
19c

SPRY

Ttutmal

19c

GREGORY’S

51c

NATION-WIDF SERVICE GROCERS
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Every-Other-Day

IN APPRECIATION
I had no opponent in the Primary
contest and I was consequently
(Continued from Page One)
Seven Tree Orange entertained
Newly Formed Order
Is Conferred Upon the
surprised at the large vote cast for
ROCKPORT
Union Orange Wednesday night.
U. S. Senator—Barrows, 90; Brew me in all of the towns. Do I need
Father of a Rockland
Elects Officers—Purpose The women members occupied the
ster, 93.
to say that I am grateful to every
Explained By Rockland chairs, using a mock ceremony.
Physician
Governor—‘Fernald, 22; Page 40; body who thus favored me, or to
Their ludicrous costumes occasioned
Pastor
One hundred eighteen members Payne, 63; Sewall, 28.
assure them that I shall do my
great merriment.
June 18 - Camden Opera House, Jim
mie and Dick Radio and Amateur Show of the Class of 1940 were awarded
Congress—Bonney, 3; Buzzell, 25; level best to earn that regard.
Officers elected at Warren Friday
June 28—Union—Field Day otf 4-H
their Bachelor degrees, seven were Lancaster. 1; Smith, 150.
Earl Ludwick
night in the newly formed Young
The startling resemblance borne
Club at Fair Orounrts
June 22- Union High School, ‘ Jim given honorary degrees by President
County
Attorney
—
Burgess,
97;
People's Group of the Lincoln Bap- ' by Sumner Sewall to a Rockland
mie and Dick '
June 24—(Republican National Con Kenneth C. M. Sills at the 135th Orossman, 3; Harding, 65.
USS. Helena, a new cruiser, In tist Association arc: President, Mel- 'man, now deceased, has been noted
vention ln Philadelphia.
commission is having her trials on vin Dorr of Morrill; vice president, by many. Perhaps you, Mr. Reader, ,
July 9 —i Rockport — Oarden Club Commencement exercises held ln
Flower 'Show at Lester P Shlbles'.
the historic First Parish Church.
the Rockland course.
Roger Conant of Rockland; secre have noticed it.
July 18-19 — Thomaston — American
Steamer W. S. White, which will be
Legion lair.
Honorary degrees were presented to
tary, Miss Ella Simmons of War
Aug 14 Martinsville -Ladles Circle
the
busiest boat in Maine waters the
Specifications
for
the
rebuilding
Alfred Morton Gilmore Soule, 03 of
The Maine Canners’ Association
ren; treasurer, Miss Pauline Burn
fair at Orange hall.
next few days.
Aug 14—Owls Head—Church fair at Augusta. Joseph Thomas Reisler of
I of Masonic Temple go into the ham of Tliomaston regional com- is having a convention at Lakewood
library.
Aug 20-23—Union Fair
, hands of contractors today, it ls mittce, Melvin Dorr of Morrill, Jud- this week, and will be locally repreNew York City, Edgar Curtis Taylor
A few days temporary schedule1 Stonington at 6 o’clock for North
Aug 28 Three Quarter Century Club
understood. It ls also understood son Manning of Camden, Theodore sented by Henry B. Bird, sons Fred- will go into effect Thursday on the j Haven and Rockland, arriving at
'20 of St. Louis., William S. Newall
meeta at Old Orchard Beach
Aug 27-29- Damariscotta Fair.
i that alternate bids will be asked Rhodes of Belfast, Miss Agnes erick and Theodore and Fred C. Rockland-Vinalhaven Steamboat Co. j 8 o'clock.
of Bath, John R. Bass 00 of Wilton,
Aug. 31-S«pt. 3—Blue Hill fair.
i f°r—°ne *’lth b new front wall, and sievewright of Tenants Harbor and Black.
Carl M. Robinson, '08 of Portland
carrying through probably to June
The Sunday excursion on the
with repairs on the wall as it now Miss Barbar Bartlett of Rockland.
For the balance of this week the and Leverett Saltonstall of Boston.
25th. The Summer schedule will temporary schedule will leave T1Ustands.
"Big Bill" Moore of Detroit, Mich. then go Into effect.
This slate of officers was present
Weather Bureau promises: Scat
In awarding honorary degrees
sons wharf at 8 o'clock for all land
ed at tlie out of door meeting held —so big you have to stand on a
tered local thunder showers on the President spoke as follows:
Under the temporary schedule ings, arriving at Swans Island at
The Rockland Chamber of Com- Friday night at Sandy Shores, chair to see over his head—is com
Wednesday and Thursday, other
"In exercise of authority given
steamer will leave Tillson's wharf 12.20. On the return the boat
merce Auxiliary held its first tea gouth pond by Rev Charles Mars- . ing to Oakland Park Thursday night at 4.30 a. m. for North Haven, leaves at 1 o'clock for Rockland and
wise generally fair. Near normal me by the two Governing Boards,
Friday afternoon at the home of taller, pastor of tlie Littlefield Me-1 with his famous orchestra. Big Bill
temperature ln the North Atlantic I now create: Alfred Morton Gil
Stonlngtop and Swans Island, ar all way landings docking at Tillson's
Mrs. Frank Tirrell, chairman of the - morjftj church ln Rockland, chair-! be it known, is one of the best tenor
States.
more Soule of the class of 1903, of
riving there at 7.50 a. m. Departure wharf at 5.35.
I tea committee. Mrs. John Pomeroy man of tlie nominating committee, saxophonists ln tlie country,
Augusta. Chief of the Division of
It should be borne in mind that
on the return ls at 8 a. m. for Ston
and Mrs. Charles Berry poured. wiu had acted as pastoral advisor
all sailings are on standard time,
A foot more of water in Mirror Inspection of the State Department
ington,
North
Haven,
Vinalhaven
Several new residents to Rockland o' the group. Rev. Mr. Ma.'italler
St. Johns Day In the Ninth Ma- and Rockland, arriving here at 12.15 that the temporary schedule ls ef
Lake than a year ago this time. of Agriculture, conscientious and
were pleasantly met and all were ! expjalned the purpose of this first 1 sonic District was observed ln Rock
A Summer drouth does not seem capable state official whose advice
Thc afternoon departure cast is fective Thursday and that the full
•PPreciatlve of the purpose and uniHed Baptist young people's group land in 1877. A faded blue and gold
for more than 25 years has been
Imminent.
at
‘2.15 for Vinalhaven, North Summer Schedule will be ln effect
aim of the auxiliary to make new in the county. It wtll be considered bad** commemorative of the event. I Haven
and Stonington. arriving at about June 25, and wtll be duly an
sought on all manner of questions
comers and guests feel at home and the Damariscotta Region, and will found in an old book, has come into | g
thp rfturn stpamrr leaves nounced in these columns.—adv,*
Mr. and Mrs. W. Brown of Wins from packing blueberries to can
welcome. Plans are now being for include the Lincoln Association, The Courier-Gazettes possession.
Frederick G. Payne, -who made a mulated for the next tea in this
lows Mills, accompanied by Mrs. ning beans, who is an advance
Maybe somebody would like to have
Sarah Thomas of Camden street, guard in the protection of our nne run, estrxmgly eiHiprsed by series to be held in July; the com Damariscotta and Bowdoinham.
Maine counties are soon to be
This group will hold four meet- it 35 a souvenir.
motored to Oorham to attend com  Maine households against improper Knox County.
mittee and date to be announced.
visited
by the Bureau of Taxation.
may ifsd the Hurt
ings a year, three of them at the
mencement exercises ard gradua and adulterated food and whose ex- -----------------------------------------------I in Uk ncirh « miw aar arf *> a
A souvenir menu card, used on It comes to the Court House. Rock talr trt.,«r m
evening
sessions
of
the
quarterly
UK Mart At UK lr« (io rf
tion of Miss Feme M. Brown yes perience is highly esteemed by SOUTH THOMASTON
aided the news editor. Special thanks
,
mart aiaa and naman daaaarf aa BaU-aaK Ii--------._ _ _
meetings cf thc Lincoln Baptist As- board the giant liner America, was land, July 18, at 8.30 a. m; thc aat aaa fraa. No lauUaa bat oaada rf tka faaM*terday.
federal experts; known in the
U. S Senator—Barrows, 24; Brew, are due Sheriff
C. Earle Ludwick
'
/
arllna owdlrlnaa blown tor odd lodlfoatlaai. U Ws
soclatlon at which time the young 5hown at The Courler-Oazette Court House 1n Lincoln County July rittKT UOSk 400011 I (roao BaU ana ba«t«. lUn»
world of sport as the father of the ster, 22.
haul. ta aa and taeatra DOUBLB Items BmB,
who took (practically all of the to
people will have charge of tbe serv- office yesterday by young Stuart
The new tax commitment was (Soules; earnest Churchman fine | Oovernor — Fernald, 8; Page, 6; returns over the telephone in ad- Jce; and
out-of-door meeting ATne-s‘ wh0 was P°sslbly the only 19, at 1.30 p. m. and the Court House
placed in the hands of Collector citizen, representing today that Payne, 25; Sewall. 9.
dition to answering the m>jiad of cimHar
Ule Friday night gather- Rockland man to get aboard of the in Hancock County, July 12 at 8 30.
Carl O. Nelson last week, there re large and important body of mem- i Congress—Bonney, 3; Buzaell, 27;
Lnt.erAS?'?_-‘i JL? ln« which Included games, water fftmous ahlP- The card
a "eat
TWO GOOD FARMS
mained to be collected on all taxes bers of the College who did not ob- I Lancaster, 1; Marshall, 1; Smith, his end ln the good natured persi
A program entitled "A Summer
FOR SALE—BARGAINS
sports and picnic suppr.
done in the patriotic colors as
less than $70,000. This is the low- I tain thelr first degree but whose 39.
flfige which featured the four-hour
180-Acre Farm. Good buildings.
Cruise to Bookland'’ will be opened ’
Speaker
was
Dr.
Frank
Llttorln
bet'ts
the
ship's
name.
What
did
est amount of back taxes for many ' loyalty matches that of our grad- ■ County Attorney — Burgess, 25; session.
,
of Waterville, director of Baptist they have for breakf“l that morn- by the Gardiner Public Library for I Two miles to Rockland Post
years and speaks well for the ef-1 uates ln course. Honoris Causa Grossman. 2; Harding. 18.
A newcomer on the election re- j^.an<elism and o( young neoples ing? The menu says: Grapefruit, school children at the story hour I Office. A Great Bargain!
65-Acre Farm, lh miles from
forts made by Cc’lector Nelson and ' Master of Arts.
j ST. GEORGE
turns stafflastnight wasHarold work
gtate hjs
oranges, tomato or orange juice, Saturday morning at 10.30 o'clock. ! Union Fair Grounds on tar road;
hls assistants.
Mr. Soule is the father of Dr. | U. S. Senator — Barrows, 180; Leach
T-.-v. who handled the county ..Turning OuUide J,,’.. ln Whlch
Stewed prunes, orange marmalade, The club will continue during the I practically new buildings; good
Gilmore W. Soule of Rockland.
j tabulation. Old-timers on the Job drew from his inexhaustible fund cream
Brewster, 71,
wheat, bran flakes, com summer witli occasional story hours I woodlot. Price right.
The annual Maine Golf Guide
Oovernor—Fernald. 17; Page, 29; included Clerk of Courts Milton M of humor to hold the attention of flakes' wheat
WM. ANDERSON
<as you Special graded books have been
published by Harry C. Webber, Edi
Tlie Ladies Aid Society of Cush- Payne. 133; Sewall, 77.
j Griffin and Alderman William J. the group and to get across his 1Ute them) broiled ham, Bleak, crisp 1 received at tlie library to help chllREAL ESTATE
tor of the Bath Times has made Ing will serve supper in the Town
ROCKLAND. ME.
Congress — Bonney. 17; Buz ell, Sullivan who have been valued os- potnt that “turning outside In" Is bacon- frled shad roe hash brown !dren who arp trytng
lmProve ' TEL. 1245,
West Meadow Road
Its appearance, become now a vol- ' hall tomorrow night at 6 o'clock.
, sistants since the paper began the impossible without mental Injury to P°tatoes' breakfast rolls, buttered I thelr reading ability .-Lewiston
19; Lancaster, 3; Marshall. II.
83* It
ume of 136 pages, filled from brim
County Attorney — Burgess, 144; collection and dissemination of tlie person who tries it.
I Journal.
toast, coffee, tea and milk.
to brim with matters pertaining to
Winslow - Holbrook Auxiliary Grossman. 5; Harding, 89
election returns. The first town
The meeting was attended by over
the great outdoor sport. Rockland have been invited by the Post to
Legislature—Crockett, 34; Raw- to report in full was South Thom 100 young people with the Little
figures twice—with the Knox Coun attend supper and installation of ley, 59; Roberts, 31; Smalley, 96.
aston.
field Memorial Church of Rockland
ty Golf Club, nine holes, 2954 yards, officers Thursday night. Supper
The Knox County election returns and the Baptist Churches of Thom
THOMASTON
par 37; and the Sambset Golf will be served at 6.30.
U. S. Senator—Barrows, 98; Brew are given without the slightest at aston, Belfast, Mon-ill and "Warren
Course, nine holes. 3157 yards, par
tempt at partisanship and the pub represented.
ster, 131.
37. It is difficult to see hew any
A crew of seven or eight men are
lic
is always most welcome at Thc
Governor—Fernald, 33; Page, 20;
body could play golf who does not working on the Union fair grounds
Courier-Gazette office.
Payne. 112; Sewall, 94.
Callers at the Court House yes
possess Harry Webber's fine book. getting things in readiness for the
Congress — Bonney, 12; Buzzell,
terday included Judge Oscar H.
big August exposition. Twill soon
Take a ride to Camden and try Emery of Bar Harbor and Capt.
32; Lancaster. 4; Marshall, 8; Smith
The Annual Convention of the be here.
Yorkle's delicious hamburgers and H. J. Cline of Criehaven.
189.
Maine State Rural Letter Carriers
County Attorney — Burgess. 138; peerless hot dogs at Yonties Little
Association will take place in Bath
Rev. W. H. Miner of Arizona will
Diner on Main street. The best
Grossman,
1; Harding. 96.
A Red Cross First Aid cla&s was
June 28 and 29. Plans are com be at The Church of the Nazarene
possible products obtaine.b'.c go In recently formed at the N.Y A. room,
UNION
pleted. The meeting will start Fri at 280 Main street, June 21 to hold
to all of Yorkle s products. Have Community Building. This course
U. S. Senator — Barrows. 116;
day the 28th at 9 o'clock with Presi a meeting at 7.30 p. m. There will
you tried that famous Yorkic's will cover a period of 10 weeks. Two
dent Ralph Mallett of the Trl- be special singing and all are wel JJrewster, 35.
popcorn?—adv.
hours per week being devoted to
Governor—Fernald. 12; Page, 29;
County Association presiding. Fol come.
each lesson.
Edwin Dodge of
Payne, 89; Sewall, 32.
lowing the joint meeting the gavel
Oeorge Ryan, 30 Lisle street, agent Camden is the instructor. Twentyapproved bv radio’s
Tonight
the
Rockland
Pirates
play
Congress
—
Bonney,
5;
Buzzell.
25;
will be turned over to the State
for Shirts to Order. Group of 3, $5; five were present . Among those
President Claude Turner of Presque their seventh game of the season at Lancaster, 7; Marshall. 4; Smith, $1.70 each. Oroup of 3, $5.50; $1.35
fading news analysts
taking the course are two members
Isle. Friday afternoon thc joint c°mmunlty Park- battling for a win 109
each. Neck band model, button of the Advisory Board of the local
Memorial Service will be held. Fri- { from the
George team. St
County Attorney — Burgess, 64;
down or regular collar model, sizes NYA. Oirls' project, Mrs. Albert
day night a turkey banquet will be Oeorge defealed Thomaston Sunday Grossman. 3; Harding. 90.
. —Ilewell
bwbII Thomas
/
\
13’i to 18; sleeve lengths 29 to 36. W. Merchant and Mrs. Edward W.
served with speakers and night en 1 10 to 5. Charles Ellis will be on the VINALHAVEN
Sayt:
Postage paid, delivery- one week—ad. Peaslee. The next class will be
tertainment program. Saturday the mound for the Pirates, with Foote
U. S. Senator—Barrows, 34; Brew- j
“For their
held at the N.YA. room, Wednesday
behind the plate. Starting time. 6.30.
regular business meeting will take
ster, 107.
at 7 p. m.
home use,
place, with election of officers, etc.
Governor—Fernald, 4; Page. 13; '
Col. Hector O. Staples, Past De
radio's news
There will be plenty of rooms ln partment Commander of the Ameri Payne, 111; Sewall. 24.
Awnings, large or small, hammock
analysts select
private and tourist homes to ac can Legion, represented Depart
Congress — Bonney, 13; Buzzell, i MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
tops, chair backs and scats, boat
Silvertone.”
TEL
WALDOBORO
104
commodate all. Please let William ment Commander Llewellyn C. For 18; Lancaster, 2; Marshall. 13;
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
H. Ketchum of Bath know how tier at the annual encampment, Smith. 106
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
SHOW TIMES
many rooms to reserve.
County Attorney — Burgess, 82;
Veteran of Foreign Wars, in Bel
16 Willow St.
73-tf
Two Shows Every Evening. * and
fast Saturday and presented the Harding. 53.
9. Matinees Saturdays and Sun
Beano, 1.0 OF. hall Wednesday at greetings of the Department of
Legislature—Roberts, 113; Crock
days only. Sat. 2.30. Sun, 3.00.
Owls Head Grange dance. Town
2. Door and special prizes. Adm. Maine at tlieir banquet which was ett, 40; Rawley, 4.
hall. Wednesday night. Admission
25c.—adv
• largely attended.
TODAY ONLY, TUES., JUNE 18
WARREN
25c.—adv.
It
U. S. Senator — Barrows, 112;
“
REBECCA
”
Meat pie, strawberry shortcake
Gov. Barrows has called a meet Brewster, 107.
with
supper, 6 p. m Thursday, Pratt Me ing of the Co-ordinating Citizens
Governor—Fernald, 4; Page, 31;
LAURENCE OLIVIER
tone Commen
morial M. E. vestry, 50c.—adv.
and
Committee of Maine to be held In Payne, 148; Sewall, 38.
tator is an excel
Joan
Fontaine,
George
Sanders,
the Hall of Representatives Wed
Congress—Bonney, 9; Buzzell. 30:
lent choice for
Judith Anderson
Beano tonight at Legion hall, nesday at 2 p. m. The Adjutant Lancaster, 2; Marshall, 3; Smith,
the news-follow
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock
Winslow Holbrook Auxiliary. Door
prize, free special, 3 cards 2Sc.—adv. General of Maine, the Chief of the 168.
ing Americas
Coiinty Attorney — Burgess, 200;
70-T-tf Maine State Police, and a personal
WEDNESDAY ONLY. JUNE »
public."
representative of Oer„ Woodruff, Grossman. 4; Harding, 19.
Special Stage Attraction
' commanding thc First Corps Area WASHINGTON
JIMMIE
AND P’CK
j in Boston will be present. Col. Hec
U. S. Senator—Barrows, 27; Brew
assisted by
tor G. Staples, Rockland's member ster, 24.
CORA DEANE
of this committee has been notified
Governor—Fernald, 5; Page, 16;
“The Kansas Kitty”
BCAUTY..........MORI
to attend.
LOUISE PEARSON
WALNUT FLAST1C
PU
Payne, 27; Sewall. 6.
V. F. W. HALL
“The Sun Flower Girl"
CABINET with:
QUAUTY fEATURCSl
Congress—Bonney, 4; Buzzell, 7;
BORN
Grfdcn Col«r 0M,
On The Screen
Lancaster, 3; Marshall. 1; Smith,,
Pwh IvttaM e«0 Km0<
Edwards -At Knox Hospital, June 12.
TOM
BROWN
to Mr and Mrs Ernest Edwards a 34
CONSTANCE (H°°rE
soB—Richard Ernest.
County Attorney — Burgess, 29;
*15.VALUE
Ames At Knox Hospital. June 12 to
Mr and Mrs Lavon Ames ol Matinicus. I Harding. 18
25c
“MA! HE’S MAKING
a daughter
Ivory Color Plastic Cabinet with Red
Q |
Powers-At Stonington, to Mr and
2 Cards, 20 Gaines
Dial, Push Buttons and Knobs..............
EYES AT ME”
Mrs John Powers, a daughter- lEthelda GETTING THE RETURNS
Jean.
Had it not been for a prolonged
No Matinee—Two full evening
Onyx Color Plastic Cabinet with Golden jlfl JC I
£9
delay in compiling the Friendship
performances, 7 and 9
MARRIED
BUILT-IN
Color Dial, Push Buttons and Knobs. IU. « v I
Ripley-Bartlett At Rockland. April returns and the impossibility of
piano
nr
AIBIAl
23 Carlton Ripley, of Rockland and
PUSH BUTTONS
TKI”S.-FRI, JUNE 20-21
getting the Isle au Haut. The Cou
Mary Bartlett of Stonington
Introducing "Commentator,” the amazing new
nuke.
Bailey-Chapman At Camden. May 8. rier-Gazette would have had the
Four i
DANCING
'•"'/port
VIVIEN LEIGH
button, tune in yo^av£“^
iAWTence M Dailey and MLss Millie
Wc. No connection neeripH
SILVERTONE,
1940 candidate for the greatest
ROBERT
TAYLOR
for ne.rby powerful
complete
Knox
County
election
Chapman,
both
of
Camden
Every Wed.
•U'.°~--ia«ently.«X
Pillsbury-Coffey—At Oorham. Junc
radio value of all timel Destined to win by a
18. James H Pillsbury of Oorham and returns at 10.30 last night.
AT
landslide
1
Awarded
Four-Star
Seal
because
it
Seipice pt this character was'
Madeline C Coffey of Ash Point.—By
“WATERLOO
Rev. Mr Dubbs
GLEN
has: more beauty, more power, more features,
Blrkmore-Hart—At Rockland. June made possible as usual by the
BRIDGE”
WHAT? .
15. Burton O Blekmore and Jeannette
more quality. Streamlined 5-tube superhetero
COVE
splendid
co-operation
of
this
news

•
with
E Hart of Bath.—By Rev. J. Charles
C. AUBREY SMITH
MacDonald.
papers friends in the outside towns 1
Music By
dyne set with two double-purpose tubes; heavy
MARIA OUSPENSAKYA
4-inch dynamic speaker; automatic volume con
and
by
the
efficient
staff
which
DIED
-//J
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
trol; long-life pilot light.
Speed—At Mattapan. Mats. June 14.
Coming: “My Son, My Son,”
J6 S 1 t V { NTO
Leila McAllister, widow ni Pred Speed,
“Lillian Russell." “My Favorite
DOOR PRIZE
aged <0 years.
Burial In Seavtew
NEW RADIANT
cemetery.
Wife," “New Moon," “Irene.”
COSTLT CLOSIO
97Ttf
COME IN, HEAR IT T0DAY1
SUNBURST DIAL
Mullen—At LlncolnvWe. June 16.
ft
Blanche 6.. wife of Joseph 8 Mullen,
back DISI6N
Rsclmive “.unbur.t" di.l
This delicious ice cream has

TALK OF THE TOWN An Honorary Degree

Young Baptist Group Our Grange Corner

Sewall The Nominee

TEMPORARY ISLAND SCHEDULE

INDIGESTION

Aaoi

On

AT SEARS ORDER OFFICE?

SEE THE Nf W1941 SILYERTONE

TtlU

ELECTION HUUtL
MODEL
tLtUIIUH

SUPERHETERODYNE^ -

M KNK/TmJM
t U/'Yf"

'im-aa

WALDO THEATRE

IT’S
“TOPS IN TOWN”
AND HOW!!!!

WITH 5 TUBES AND FOUR

PIANO KEY PUSH BUTTONS

$045

BINGO

AIORf

Every Wednesday
Night

j

a

aged 72 years. .11 days. Funeral at her
late home Wedneeddy at 2 p. m In
terment tn Amesbury iHIU cemetery,
Rockport.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Servjce
SM,

TELEPHONES
711-1 BT 781-11

11S-1U LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MX.
U#«M

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our sincere
thanks to friends and neighbors who.
ln eur bereavement kindly gave as
sistance to us; for the beautiful floral
offerings and to those who loaned care;
also for thc kindness shown ot thc time
of the departed's last Illness, by Mrs
Bessie Hills. Capt. Hollis Harrington
and Henry Watte.
Mr and Mr.s Ernest H Jones and
family. Mr. and Mrs Vtotor Hills.
•

Beano, K. P. hall, Weymouth
Grange, Thomaston, Thursday, 8.
D;or, attendance prizes—adv.

‘

E.&M.’s
BANANA
COCOANUT

Seaplane Service
Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT BT.
TEL M$
ROCKLAND. MS.
M-U

ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN,
NORTH HAVEN
Leave Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland.
8. A. M„ 2.15 P.yMVinalhaven, 8.15 AM, 2.30 P. M.
North Haven, 8.25 A. M., 2.40 P. M.
$2.00 EACH WAY

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next te Public Landing. Tel. 338
06-tf

met with perfectly amazing suc
cess—made from Pure Fruit and
Shredless Cocoanut.

See, hear the new “Commentator”... approved
by radio's leading news analysts . . . The radio
that’s ahead of its timel Features of $15 sets!

Stre«mlinedcabinet... b»k
rlenriy v’rfE'e " nu"”>«r.

f.n,rf,,d .. k.ndwme,y „

AT ALL E. & M. DEALERS
Orders of $10 or More May Be Made on Eaiy Terms.

RADIO REPAIRING
All makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tested free of charge. "Swap For
Cash” Tickets given.

MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Dept.
3Th-tf

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
CATALOG ORDER OFFICE

SPEEDY DELIVERY
... to our office or your
home. A small delivery
charge. NO C.O.D. fee.

393 Main Street, Rockland, Tel. 1380. Next to Thorndike HoteL

WALDOBORO
MRS. LOUISE MTTIjg
(Correspondent
A£
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day
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OLD ROCKLAND VIEWS

Brands As Lies

INFORMATION AT DAMARISCOTTA

Capt. Keryn ap Rice
Says “Avoid Believing
Evil of Fine Friends”
Rockland, June 15.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In a well known Maine newspaper
recently, certain columnists made
statements linking officers of the
Army with the apostles of force,
hatred and treachery. Any authen
tic information which these column,
ists possess should have been given
at once to the proper authorities. I
1 brand as lies any such insinuations
i or assertions, based upon ignorant
misunderstanding, rumor or eager, ness to spread sensational scandal.
I write this letter because I have
Just traced to Its source an appar
ently factual report that certain
Army officers In Boston expressed
Pacific street, looking south. From an old photo, loaned by
approval of the acts and policies of
Mrs. Ralph T. Clark
a notorious foreign leader. The
«._« meager basis was that an unknown
Robinson, are now guests of Mrs.
.
, civilian m Boston had accosted a
Herbert Wagner in New York.
a
an(J

SENTER,CRANE'S

Watch Thi# Space

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ralph and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Glidden re
For Bargains!
turned Sunday from New Hamp
shire where they had taken the
Glidden children to visit with their
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint spent
Sunday at Crescent Beach.
Fred L. Burns, Alton Winchen
bach. Herbert Mank and William
H. Brooks Jr., were business visitors
Saturday in Augusta.
Close outs from a
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Vogel of New
York City are at tlieir Summer
prominent New York
home here.
Fulton J. Redman, Democratic
manufacturer
candidate for Governor will be the
principal speaker at a meeting
Sunfast and Tubfast
which will be held June 26 at 8
p. m. ln the Star Theater. The
unusually handsome
School Notes
J noyed our town-mate with detestpublic is invited.
ft
patterns
At the Malcolm Corner primary . able forel«n doctrines. The only
Misses Nancy Marcho and Elise ]
ALENA L. STARRETT
reason I can see for the rumor
Marcho are visiting in Newport for
school.
Earl
Gammon
of
grade
2
Correspondent
had a perfect mark in spelling.! whlch 50011 sprouted at second or
two weens. Tney were accompanied
regular 89c to 1.00
Third grade pupils who missed but third hand is that excellent, entire.y
there by their brother Donald
Tel
40
__________________________ two words were Lucille Perry. Mary j Photic people of the highest
Marcho. Glen Hatch and Harvard
value#
The Baptist I Id es Circle will Jane Beggs. Merrick Beane and standing have had their opinions
Brawn. Jr., oi Newport who had
Tlie Baptist Lad.es circle wm
colored by Just such insinuations as
Opening today for its sixth year ture, paint and other materials
36 inches wide
been guests Friday at the home of sponsor a lawn partv Thursdcv Gleason Pratt. Pupils wno missed Ih
b
of operation, this Bureau expects from Maine's industries,
night at the home ot Mr. and Mrs.. but one day of pchool were Earl ;1 have referred to above.
Mrs. Myrtle Marcho.
This year attractive new drapMr. and Mrs. Harold McRae of Chester Wyllie with public supper at Gammon. Sylvia Hills, Ricliard J Let any persons who have knowl another highly successful season.
Through its constantly broaden- eries of blue mohair in ship design'
Waban are at their Summer home 6 o’clock. On the committee are Overlock and Arlene Boggs. Only' edge of anti-American acts pass on
here.
Mrs Chester Wyllie, Mrs Ravmondi tour instances of tardiness were the information at once to the prop ing service in the past five years with window seat of handsome1
er Department of the Government, this Bureau has become one of the ribbed mohair in claret have Just
Mrs. Mary Elkins returned home 1 Borneman and Mrs. ljeroy Norwood I lound
Saturday after passing the Winter If stormy the supper will be served | At the Hinckley Corner primary giving facts, places, dates and names. most active Information offices in J been installed, the gift of Goodall
I request any good citizen having | Maine
policy of tilts Bureau Worsted Company of Sanford, one
at Bolster's Mills and Portland. at the Montgomery rooms.
, Norman Peabody. Janet Philbrook
information about the Army to see j ,ias aiwayS been one of service to of Maine's leading industries, man-1
She was accompanied home by her
Mrs. Lafayette Jones and son Ev- j Charles DoUiom and Leatr.ce Dolnurse Miss Margaret* Calderwood eret’ of Fairfield were recent guests Iham liad t*rfm attendanct‘ rec- me. and in case there is really any- y,e state as a whole, and this point ■ ufacturer also of famous Palm |
thing to take hold of, I shall In has constantly been emphasized in Beach Cloth. These effectively
of North Waldoboro.
of Mrs. Louis Parreault. Jr.
ords' A »*rfect attendance record
--r.
- ■
for the spring term was made by stantly make report to the proper the work Of the Bureau, which has show the skill and ability of in
Mrs. A. E. Levensaler and Miss
Charter members of Ivy Chapter. Joan Maxey. Annette Cogan. Leat- authorities. I am touchy about the been commended in all sections of dustries and workers.
Edith Levensaler spent Sunday in
OES.. will be honored at a special,^
Nor. honor of the service of Washington. Maine.
This Bureau also was flrst to conSouth Eliot guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Grant and Pershing, to say nothing
ceremony Friday night at the stated '
Peabodv Janet phUbrook,
With a Committee of sponsors; fine literature to one table, using
Ralph Titus.
meeting, to which Golden Rod Chap- den young Nancy Aho
of R. E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson, which for the past five years has only State and regional material1
AaverciKmeua
# wiuuiu
iuiz
Adyertlsementa iu
ln mr
thia
column nth
Miss Dora Gay of Boston is at
ter of Rockland is invited. Supper ;one.hgjj <jay for tbe spring term men who gave all they had for a included members from nearly all of j here, with efficient method of sup- to excesd three une* inserted once ^fot
her home on Friendship street for.
dttJonaf lues* fivT'cents eaciTfor on»
wUl be served at 6.30 under direc,5^^ Oary Ken. cause they honestly believed to be Maine's counties, and with Oov. J plying all other material needed.
--------------------WIDOW. 50 excellent housekeeper
the Summer.
Nineteenth
century
ship
models
time. 10 cent* for three time*
riv» Bn<)
deslrei position. ja an*’
right.
Barrows ex-officio chairman of this
Louis Burns went Sunday to „‘<1‘
nb,ton' and only one day, were
'
**
small words to a line.
--------- —
•— -------where:
prefer
small ----------a'ltwater ------farm
The
President,
who
is
also
Comcommittee,
the
Damariscotta
Inare
displayed,
which
indicate
the
and
one
adult
Wrl:e "P". care Courier
Cambridge, N. Y. called by the, ‘aCl
n< \ir *
p Orbe-|JameS Halligftn' charle* Conant,
Gazette
______________________
72*74
mander-in-Chief
of
the
Army
and
formation Bureau is in close alii-1 social background of this region
death of Mrs. Burn’s mother, Mrs. ton a„d hroVher F G Bum wereiAn!ta Robinson' Alfred Kenniston.
Battery radio wanted b.v worthy
Navy, and the Congress, have plain ance with all other official informa as well as the foundation for our
shut-in lady
ADA MARTIN. RockJohn Donovan.
'and 1136
Only fiVe Urdy
ly
indicated
the
policy
of
our
coun

I
land
TEX 479-’.V
73 75
present boat building industry.
Mr and Mrs Harrv Steneer of Mr‘ 8nd Mrs' Gecrge
Bjr“s
marks mamed the register.
tion offices in the State.
Hanfordar^gueMs oMUrf Wn
New pupils who Joi•
LADIES boarded
at Rest Haven
try- The armed services, which are
An earnest effort has been made •
A record of 40.797 visitors in five
Reference required
Tel 1293 EVA
.
.
, .
,
AMES. 105 Limerock st.
72*74
T E Stenger
and IX>UiS Burns of"aldoboro
J ley Corner School were Luella the servants of the people, will do years testifies to the service which to have available all material In
NOTICE—Is hereby liven of the loaa ■
■
.——■
--------- --------- --------The Circle of Ivy’ Chapter. OE S . Thorne {roim West Waldoboro, Alice thPlr P®rt to Put that
int0 ef* this Bureau is rendering to the which the tourist or Summer resi of deposit book numbered 17 and the: NAMES of flrat cousins (lf any)
Miss Bessie Reed of Newton,
owner of said book asks for duplicate wanted
■'*' Nettle A Young
accordance with the provision of Rl»‘nk
PHONE 468 or write Box 385
Mass, is passing two weeks at the J meets this afternoon with Miss Tena Maker, George Maker and Frank l€Ct or die t^infi Meanwhile, let us tourist and Summer resident in dent might be interested, and com in
72 74
McCallum.
I Maker of Bath and Rockland
, keeP our feet on the ground' do °Ur Maine and is indicative of the effi plete route Information is ready the State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST Rockland Me
CO. Rockland Me. June 4. 1940
Reed home on Cole Hill. Mrs
FINNISH woman wanta work by tb»
67-T-73 hour TEL 553-W_________
The Public Library goes on 8u.t.Highest ranks in 4th grade arith- ; immediate duties, maintain or er cient. capablg and liberal plan of for Maine. New England, New York
71-73
Mabel Hunnewell of North Anson
----------------------- ' ----- i
earned by Elden Young. atld tranQuility. avoid believing evil operation in effect.
and New Jersey, and the Maritime “
SMALL open trailer wanted
Must
spent the weekend with Miss Reed mer schedule this week, opening at,metic were
be
low
priced
R
E
NUTT
SHOE
of our own true friends, and ask
) *
Planned as a model project, the Provinces.
STORE 436 Mam St Rockland 71-73
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Burns and the regular hours Tuesdays, Thurs- and James Halhgan; in grade 4
help of Almighty Ood.
The staff of the Damariscotta
Damariscotta Information Bureau
HIGH School girl wants position as
son Bruce have returned to Lon, days and Saturdays.
spelling. Elden Young: in grade 3
mother's helper afternoons and eve
Keryn ap Rice,
was flrst tn New England to deco Information Bureau will consist of
Miss Flora Fish of Rockland has | arithmetic. Helen Carroll and Anita
nings
EBRA KALLOCH TEX 9S1-R
Island. N. Y. after spending a week
Capt. U. S. Armyi Retired. rate its office to convey to the tour Mrs. Stanley Fossett. Mrs Spencer
71*73
been guest of Mrs. Charles Young.
Robinson; in grade 2 arithmetic,
end with Mrs. Fannie Burns.
25 Maple street.
------- ---------- ---- upl
ist an impression similar to that Gay, Mrs. William Baker, all of , ____ only twice; also large ostrich, esi'ed for
Miss Clara Eastman of Lyndon Jean Maxey; grade 3 spelling. Helen
and delivered
T J FI.EMMrs. Ethel Lockery of Bath and
he would receive tf entering a home I Damariscotta, and the director plume in perfect condition; fine sole ing. 19 Birch st.. Tel 212-w
73-tf
Centre, Vt., has opened her summer Carroll. Anita Robinson. Dale Mes- ,
Miss Grace Cotton of Nobleboro home for the season.
| ser, Alice Kenniston, Norma Ran- and Prank Overlock were absent in its regiOn. First
to ...............
bring cul-............
Grevis Melville, who serves gratis.
-------------were guests Sunday of Mrs. Lilia
- • *
Recent visitors at the home of Mr.1 quist, Marian Farris, and Dorothyon'y one-half day. Pupils of grade 5 : tura] elements of the State directly
Visitors to the Bureau this year
HOUSE for sale 41 Admontem Ave. t
«
Blaney and Miss Marcia Blaney.
and Mrs. Charles Robinson were Mr | Aho; in grade 2 spelling, Annette j ’ot late or absent during the spring t0 the tourists’ view, with Maine will be given a circular windshield ' 9 rooms hardwood fmi»h. fine condi- j
. ,
.. . .
. .
■
I tion lnxlde and out. garage large lot »
«
Mrs. Richard Gerry and infant | and Mrs. Clarence Robinson and \ Cogan and Joan Maxey; grade l,|^*'ra
Joyce
Butler.
Dorothy
auth
or
library,
paintings
by
Maine
sticker
with
ship
design,
and
carry
-1
i
an
9
fruit
trees,
low
price
for
quick
|
, «..wa
____________ ________________
I
w 8 burns. 49 Cedar st .^Tei^ *
son returned Saturday from Maine t.hudren
Helen and James of arithmetic and spelling, Maxine ! Be.
and Frank Overlock, of artists, photographs of outstanding ing the bureau name. It has been
► * l»
General Hospital in Portland.
penns Qrove N j
Ljnd£ey Alfred Kenniiton
gra j, and Jeannette Perry. Louie | colonial architecture. First to use a pleasure to serve thousands of 1
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove 8t. Tel
SIX male collie pups for sale. 4 weeks | 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
57-tf
Ralph Lovell of Sanford was overRuby Surrett
the Ann
and Janet Phlibr(x>lt Cogan, Lillian Durrell and Herbert local craft work, of braided rugs, out of State visitors, and assurance ; oid 85 Excellent cow dags albert
*tHFT?AfAN Tel 7-41 Annleton
71*731
MODERN apartment to let. 6 rooms.
night guest Sunday of hls mother weekend at lbe bome oj Mr. and
Winners ln a wild flower contest Moon of grade 6.
I wrought iron, pottery etc., tn its Is given that Maine residents are SHERMAN. Tel._7 41. Appl to_.------------ furnished or unfurnished first floor.
P.ALMm two-cyllnder engine for garage central location
TEL 274 M
Mrs. John H. Lovell.
In
the
grammar
grades.
Ruth
| furnishings, with draperies, fumi- ( always welcomed.
Joan
Baxcy.
Alice
Kenniston
and
Mrs. Newel] Eugley.
sale almost new. 8200
E V COLLA 1 56 Talbot Ave
71-tf
Telephones have been installed
Young
was
not
late
or
absent
during
MORE
Friendship
71*73
j
MODERN 5-room ap' to let. at 42
Members of the senior class who Alfred Kenniston
Fulton
St.,
city;
815
in the residence of Rev. Harold Nut enjoyed a five-day trip last week in | Pauline Anderson of grade 4 and tbe year- Charles Overlock. Eugem (e€ tbe appointment of commitONEwagon,
horse mowing
machine
Fs’ F
liwr Tel "Sn'o'
farm
small open
trailerforallsale.
ln <;HARLE&
8 ikieAtn
iMcAULIFFE.
960-R
UNION
ter and L. L. Waite.
73 75
Massachusetts, returned home Fri- Bemys Overlock. Patricia Moody. Peabody, Faye Martin, were not teM jQr dedjcatiOn exercises. Mrs
good condition.
OTTO MICKELSON
Tlie
Willard
Centenary
Union
of
cukhing'
l
M-1
73*75 I
ipart
Miss Virginia Rowe of Lewiston ' day night.
« .LWarren Philbrook, Earle Moore, absent.
Betty Moore. Vaughan Ajena gtarett. Miss Prances Spear
with bath 77 Park S’ . TEL 330 70-tf
nag 1^.ton Chevrolet truck for tale,
is visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs
^jr and
jesse Oster of VafikHarry Laiho of grade 6 were neither Philbrock, Harold Pease, were ab- and j^rs ueien Maxey; ball. Wil- the W.C.T.U. will meet Thursday
UNFURNISHED apt to let. 5 rooms
at 2.30 at the home of Miss Mary 8125; antique table; odda and end and
bath 810 month
App<y POSS
Charles Rowe. Charles Rowe Jr., fiuys, Calif., who have beAi visitors late nor absent during the year sent on^ one-half day; Merril. jiam H Robinson. Mrs. Chisie
CHESTER WALLACE Tel 1 34. WarHOUSE 77 Park St._______________ 72-tf
Ware.
The
membership
committee
,
ren
73-75
of Boston has also been a weekend at die home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles j Warren Philbrook. Mary Norwood Fiske and Lois Norwood missed only jrone and Frank u Rowe; refresh
FOUR-room furnished camp to let;
is asked to take its report in order j BOSTON terriers for sale
MRS electricity
, one day and were not tardy Mary menU Mrs HeJen Maxcy
guest at the Rowe home.
TEL Thomaston 165-4 or
ROSE HUPPER. Tenants Harbor Tel call at South Cushing Post Office 72*74
that
the
quota
of
new
members
asi Ludwig was absent only one day. Mary Moore ftnd Mrs Evdyn
_____
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vkughn Over4-3.
72-78
OFFICES to let In "the Odd Fellows
For the spring term. William Chap- ,nson; decoration Mrs
Star. signed to this Union may be cornman of Rockport have been recent
Call 247 or
USED rocker for sale, mission chairs, building. School street.
72-75
crib baby bath, stroller, tricycle, doll tht Janitor. 1184-J.
man and Muriel Anderson did not rett. Mrs Marjorie Spear, and Mrs. pleted before July 1.
visitors in town.
furniture and odds
32 KNOX ST
APARTMENTS to let. one for June.
Ellery
Townsend
of
Thomaston
miss a day. and those who missed Qrafe Simmons. games Mrs UJ.
Thomaston. Tel. 61
73-75 July, and Aug . by week or month,
Game Wardens Arnold Davis and
7
1 but one day were. Gloria Haskell, Uan Mathews and' 'mts.' MildTed I spent the past week with Mr and
Eugene Winchenbach spent Sunday
MANURE spreader for sale; Van furnished, other partly furnished
70-tf
Brunt seeder, potato sprayer, potato Elliot St Thomaston. TEI. 24
Ethel Wiley, Mary Farris. Philip
Mrs. William Sayward
at their homes here returning Sun
duster, sulky plow and
hydraulic
FURNISHED apartments with bath lo
Starrett. As soon as possible a
body for l'i-ton truck ERNFMT le
V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Toi
Blackington and Evelyn Wotton.
day night to Augusta where they
Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes has been dump
date for the exercises and ball will
SPROWL. Searsmont
72*74 330 or riS4_________ __
87-tf
The last day of school, Mae Stud
are attending school for Game
called
to
Washington,
D.
C.
by
the
be announced.
AVAILABLE June 10. four-room fur
OOATS and kids for sale MRS R
ley,
in
behalf
of
the
eighth
grade,
Wardens.
P EATON. Olen Cove. Tel 361 -W 71*73 nished apt , elec refrigerator, automa
It was voted that a note of ap illness of her sister.
tic heat and hot water. Tel. 318-W.
presented to the teacher. Miss Eve
Mrs. Martha Payson ts attending
Mrs. Alice Ames returned Sunday
68-tf
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to MRS FROST
preciation be sent the Boy Scouts
let.
16
ft
long
by
7
ft.
2
In
beam
Oood
lyn Sawyer a Yardley’s toilet set.
the graduation of her niece from
ONE room apt with kitchen pantry,
for the work of clearing up about from Rockland.
condition Safe Less than two years
At the Highlands School. Oilbert
old
Appfv LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14 to let; also 2 or 3-room apartments;
Farmington Normal School.
Mrs. Jennie Messer is ill.
the Town House before the plant
Gay St . City
71*100 aU furnished Apply 11 JAMES ST.
Fogg. Mary Fogg. William Fogg and
________________
68-tf
Miss Dorothy Creamer and Miss
Miss
Augusta
Ross
is
home
for
ing.
NEW milch cow with call lor sale
Neil Colburn were not absent or
APARTMENT to let furnished et 14
Genevieve Creamer returned Sat
the
Summer.
Heavy
milker
FRED
L
SIMMONS.
The speaker who was much en
MASONIC ST
69*75
tardy for the year, and Lois Col
East Warren, mall address, R F D .
urday to Portland after visiting
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hysler of T
FURNISHED apt. to let. available
joyed was Edwin L. Brown, Rock
homaston________________________ 72-74
burn
was
absent
but
one
day.
Mav 1 Oarage MRS A C JONES. 5
their parents Mr. and Mrs. Milton
land artist and teacher in the Cross Warren were guests Sunday of their
52 tf
CIRCULATOR boy's bicycle for sale, Talbot Ave., Tel 576
Creamer.
also bally crib; sell cheap for cash
FOUR-room
Woman's Club Activities
Art School in Florida winters and cousin, W. J. Bryant.
to let, all
MRS EARL HASKELL. 14 John St . modern. Apply apartment
at Oamden and Rock
Mrs. Pervear is boarding with Mr. Tel. 1051-J
71*73 land Water Co.. TEL 634
Committees appointed Thursday at Boothbay summers, introduced
66 tf
Who gives a trifle meanly is
and
Mrs.
Charles
Howe.
at the Woman's Club, by the presi- by Mrs. Frank Rowe. Mr. Brown
ANNUAL garden plants for sale, ready
FURNISHED rooms to let
dealt
to
flower,
25c
doz
;
pansies.
81
per
hunable
location.
_____
meaner than the trifle.
MRS
A.
C.
JONES,
5
Mrs. Emma Jones is home after a
dent Mrs. Phillip Simmons were: j prefaced hls talk with fears of war
dred; tuberous begonias 25c ea ; ger-, Talbot Ave. Tel 57(1
126-tt
winter's
stay
in
Florida.
anlums
and
cut
flowers
STILES
roadProgram. Mrs. Frank Rowe. Mrs.' damage to art treasures in Europe,
--------- ----------At the annual -meeting of Good side stand, opposite Oakland Park71*73 1
STATE OF MAINE
Silas A. Watts, Mrs. Fred Campbell,' which he had hoped were removed
County ot Knox, gs
Will
Society,
these
officers
were
Mrs. Leland Philbrook, and Mrs.! to a safe spot,
8
SAIL boat for sale, 18x6'. round
Taken on execution wherein W H
He next spoke of his work,in elect«d: President, Nannie Burns, bottom center board, g'ff-rl-ged new-j
Olover Company, a Maine corporation
«
James
MacDougall;
ways
and
ly
painted
and
afloat
ROBERT
HILLS.
located at Rockland ln said County ls
69-tf I
plaintiff and Oliver Perry ot Owls
means. Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. E. Venice, and showed a number of vice Pre*<;idenL Emma Davis; sec- 119 Summer 8t, City
Head in said County ls defendant and
TWO-horse and single horee McCor' Annie ° Rbodes; treasurer
B. Clark. Mrs. William Barrett, canvasses which he had painted retary
wilt be sold by public auction on the
Bessie Carroll- committee C.iace 1 mlck Deering mowing machine for sate - ,ciSyrrAO,E for sale *n
vmnn.
1. .,I nished
price reasonable. MRS dick.
tenth day of July, 1940 at two o'clock
good „
as npw
new
VIRGIL L
_
&
while there. He gave geographical oe.ssie varron, committee, Grace almost
j
Mrs.
George
Newbert,
Mrs.
Inez
ln the afternoon of said day. at the
72 tf
70 tf ; rel 63
Williams, Lizzie Hawes, Lottie Glea MORSE. North Waldoboro. Me
Sheriff's Office ln the County Building
Mathews, Mrs. Wilder Moore, Mrs. facts about the beautiful city of
FLOWER treUlaes. bird houses, gar-' , COTTAGES to let at Pleat ar.t Beach
ln said Rockland, all the right ln equity
son; special committee, Reta Storer den fencing for aale. big aasortment to, Uy the week month, reason W H
Dana Smith and Mrs. Phillip Sim Venice, located on 100 islands, the
which the aald Oliver Perry had on the
Emma Davis. Margaret Gleason pick from or build to vour order. ’ BRAGO. South Thomaston,_______ 72*77
nineteenth day of October, 1939 at two
mons;
American
home,
Mrs.
Ever'
buildings
set
on
oak
piling,
with
RAYES WOODCRAFT SHOP 14 Pres ,
TWELVE room house fully furnished.
o'clock ln the afternoon, when the
150
canals,
the
longest
of
which
ts
'
a,\nuaI m0Wtng bee wU1
held cott St.
70*75 j bath room hot and cold water, elecgame was attached on the original writ
ett Cunningham and Mrs. Flora
to redeem the following described
DARK
loam
for
sale.
82
load
del.
tn
trie
refrtgerator: located^ at Cret^nt
Peabody; community improvement. the Orand Canal, three miles in June 27 at Lake Vlew cemetery; ,f Rockland and Thomaston. For flowers B“ac.h Ow.s Head DR R L EMERY,
mortgaged real estate situated In Rock
stormy, the next fair day. Refresh and lawns
land. aforesaid, to wit:—
WILLIAM
ANDERSON
(
Winc
hester.
Mass_____________
70-75
Miss Frances Spear, Mrs. Cornelius length, and with 400 bridges. Mr.
A certain lot or parcel of land, to
ments will be served All lot own West Meadow Rd Tel. 1245 from 6 tO| COTTAGE to let at beautiful liigether with the buildings thereon, loOverlock. Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. Mrs. Brown s work started as a hobby
9 a m . and 4 to 7 p m.__________ 69 74 grahain's HIU; six rooms, rood beds;
ers and others Interested are in
cated on Crockett's Point, so cailled.
A E BRUNBERG. Tel.
HARD wood per foot, fitted 81.25 city water
Wilder Moore and Mrs. William H. some years ago, and for ten years
bounded as follows:
69-tf
vited.
Sawed.
8115. long. 81 05. M B 6c C O 197 W or l51-W, City
BEGINNING at a granite monu
Robinson; press, Mrs. Arthur Star he has been with the Cross Art
66 tf
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
ment on the bank, thence eighty
Mrs. Justin Ames who has been PERRY. Tel. 487
two and live tenths (82 5) feet to
School.
HARDWARE store for sale or to let. month or season; lights, spring water;
rett.
convalescing at the home* of her with fixtures, shelves, etc F M TIB shore lot Tel 237-W or 825. 115 Park
a granite monument numbered 33;
(SCARLtTT eP-GONt WITH T-HE WIND ’)
St. Cltv
68*tf
In behalf of the Club Mrs. Sim
The civic improvement committee
thence North seventy six deg ten
BETTS.
18 Washington 8t.. Camden.
sister. Mrs. Lena Hodgdon, has re
K AS THE LITTLE PALLET DANCER IN
min.. East one hundred thirty four
66-tf
reported that planting had begun mons. the president gave Mrs. turned home, much improved. Mr.
and one tenths (1341) feet to a
M G-MI "WATERL® ERlDGE", POWERFUL
stoves for eale, 810 and up;
granite monument; thence South
about the Town house; and the Brown a beautiful old fashioned and Mrs. Fred Hahn of Gardiner allCOOK
STORV Of LOVE IN WARTIME.
kinds of heaters. C F. OROTTON
thirty deg 45 min. East 90 1 feet to
shviv f9
a/l nMISS
138
Camden
St.. Tel. 1091-W
66-tf
bridge dedication planning commlt- bouquet of mixed flowers.
an Iron bolt at the Southwest cor
lEIGH'S HAIR PHOTOGRAPHS RlACR. WIT IT IS
were recent visitors a-t the Ames
ner of a wharf; thence South 42
BRECKS tested seeds for sale H H
Reallv adarr reddish brown, her eves
deg 30 min East 89 leet to an Iron
CRIE CO., 238 Main St., Rockland 66-tf
home.
bolt; thence thirty five deg thirty
I
AR! GREENISH, HEIGHT i'-i", W. IOGLBS.,
D. 6c H. hard coal, egg, atove. nut
min. East to low water mark;
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
814 per ton. del
Household soft coal
WAIST,??}* BUST.32", HIPS, 341*. NECK.
thence by the line of low water
'..If (’ S HEX OWN
88 per ton. del Nut size New River soft lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
’TMU-Ur, 1AXU Ii HOURS
mark to an Iron bolt; thence N.
CUSHING
14, HEAD.2lj, SIZE 6 GIXM,9H0SE; 51CSH0!!
bodies lacking Vitamin B 1, Iron. Cal
not
screened
$9
ton
del.;
screened,
$10
Kt MAM DPeul HAHDXtK J.
twenty deg five min. West to a
Phosphorus Get 35c size today.
Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young of Bel- ton del. Ask for swap for cash cium,
monument on the bank, the place
tickets M. B. 6c C. O. PERRY, 519 Malt First package - atlsfles or maker refunds
SATURDAY, JUNE 22—8.15 P. M.
of beginning. Also a right of way
low
price.
Call, write C. H MOOR Ac
1 fast are at their home for a few St.. Tel. 487
66-tf
New York, N. Y.—"It's true! that three years ago Robert Taylor went
In common with A C. McLoon
CO_______________________________ 66*78
Company over the above described
j
days.
to England to make 'A Yank At Oxford,’" says Wiley Padan. "He came
MAKE Money Easily! 88 50 Ilrs' order
land to Pearl Street: said right
back raving about a promising young actress in the picture, predicting that
M. r and Mrs. Dudley Rockwell arrived Saturday at their Summer 15 boxes exclusive copyrighted Christ
of wav
to be the same
as
Radio Stars in Person
mas
Cards; 9 other boxes. Free Port
that heretofore used by said Oliver
she was certain to become a great star. Tlie young actress was Vivien
J and son David were weekend guests homes.
folios 50 for 81 Personals. Stationery
Featuring
Perry.
Leigh! Winning the Academy Award for her performance in the role of
Request
approval sample.
TERRY
j of Mrs. Ruth Rockwell at her Bird
Said real estate la subject to a mort
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mann, with STUDIC®. 217 Westfield. Moss
73*lt
CORA DEAN, the Kansas City Kitty and
gage given by the said Oliver Perry to Scarlett O'Hara, seems to justify his prediction. Her new role with Taylor
Point
cottage.
Rockland Savings Bank of said Rock in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 'Waterloo Bridge' is as different a type as day
son and daughter-in-law of New
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
LOUISE PIERSON, the Sunflower Girl
land. recorded ln Knox County Regis from night and gives her fans another chance to discover hidden facts
called for and delivered Tai.
Alice Heyer of Nobleboro was a York were at W. G. Maloney’s Fri paired.
try of Deeds. Book 213. Page 266
205 H H CRIE CO 328 Main St. 88-tf
PRICES: ADULTS 35c; CHILDREN 15c
Dated at Rockland, thia third day of of her fascinating personality.”
visitor Sunday at B. S. Geyer’s.
day. Mr. and Mrs. Sherburne Car
WASTE and ashes removed reason
June, 1940.
Sponsored by Boy Scouts Troop 207, Union
N. J. Peck and iN. H. Street and ter of Loudvllle were guests there able rates, dependable service. STAN
ARTHUR D FISH.
"Waterloo Bridge” will be presented Wednesday-Thursday at Comique
HALL. Tel. 311 or call at Hall't service
73-75
Deputy Sheriff.
son
Roger of Woodbridge, Conn., Sunday.
Theatre,
Camden.
station, Main 'MU.water 8U.
W-tt
■r
87-T-73

Special Purchase!

CRETONNES

WARREN

5^ Yard

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

;LOST AND FOUND;

FOR SALE

TO LET

(-haRI

♦
* Summer Cottages

bs

MISCELLANEOUS J

UNION HIGH SCHOOL GYM

JIMMIE AND DICK

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Heath
and children of Englewood, N. J.
were guests over the weekend of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bunker.
Herbert Coombs of Bangor passed
.the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
WUUam Smith.
Elizabeth Schumann, teacher of mer at the Eastern Music Camp on ings with alarm and disfavor but beaten eggs. Mix and sift dry in
I Willis Kossuth has employment
voice at The Curtis Institute of the Emily K. Rand Scholarship Mom ls as pepped up before, during gredients. Add nuts and cocoanut
'In Stonington.
Ambrose A. Petersen, Jr.,
Alma L. Wahlman
Music, and a renowned lieder sing- from the Portland Rossini Club, and after the renovating as she Is and combine with creamed mixture
. Miss Dorothy Cassie left Monday
"Desperate"
ger on tlie concert stage. She is to was devoted to orchestra, band, when a becoming new summer out Add vanilla. Spead in gTeased
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ar
occupy one of Mrs. Bok's studios chorus and ensemble. He is skilled fit comes her way. We saw such a square pan. Bake ln a hot oven
thur Brown in Boston.
ln piano and clarinet, brass and clever re-organizlng of living ar (400 degrees F.) for 20 minutes.
during July and August.
I Miss Ruby MacHennan and friend
• • • •
strings, and woodwinds.
rangements In a small home the Cut into squares while warm.
f Boston arrived Saturday.
I have had the pleasure of talking
His work*with the band and or other day that lt has to be passed Welch Currant Jelly Sauce
Walter Sprague and ‘'Buddy''
with Mrs. Orace Winslow whose chestra ln the Camden schools is on for your consideration.
3 tablespoons Land O' Lakes But
acDonald of Boston were weekmusical composition is winning at- ' winning no small attention, not just
The Becks needed an 'extra ter
nd guests of Mr. Sprague's, par| tention, and find it intriguing to because his organizations can put
1 tablespoon onion
downstairs bedroom for Mrs. Beck's
nts Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sprague.
learn that Mrs. Winslow has had on a finished performance in the
Ethel Barrymore
1 tablespoon flour
elderly parents and there wasn't
John Beckman has employment
t little musical training, that until shore time he has worked with them,
1 bay leaf
a
room
that
could
be
spared
except
in Boston.
One of the most important events
very lately she has not even had a but because of the enthusiasm and
1 sprig parsley
Town Clerk, C. M F. ^mes has
in the history of Lakewood is the
| piano to aid her in shaping the Interest that have been developed the dining room so the problem
2 cloves
been requested by Deputy Collector
announcement that Ethel Baiiytunes that come to her so spontane- ! among the young musicians. One stood at arranging dining space
1 tablespoon lemon juice
elsewhere.
“
But
why
always
eat
of Rockland to make application
more, famous American actress, will
ously.
In
fact,
it
is
only
lately
phase
Mr.
Calderwood
has
adopted
Newman M. Walls, "Snebe"
1*4 cups O. Washington "Ace"
Fabian O. Rosen, Jr„ ‘'Fab"
for new numbers on motor boats
be the guest star the week of Aug.
tha^ these musical airs have been is meeting with approval—and that in one place," was Mrs. Beck's broth
26 In Sheridan’s comedy "The
that may be sold in this section.
coming to her—it seems to be some is to supply small ensemble groups smart thought, especially as they
B4 cups Welch’s Currant Jelly
Mrs. Carrie Thomas entertained
School For Scandal.' Miss Barrvthing that she herself cannot ex- as entertainment features for clubs, had rather extensive and attractive
Melt butter, add onion. Cook un
acreage
around
the
little
house
for
1 plain. Already she has written a churches, etc. This familiarizes
more who, with her brothers John
a group of friends and relatives
til brown, then add flour, liquids
and Lionel, constitute the ’ Roval
Friday at a tea in honor of her
, number approaching twenty-five, townspeople with the musical talent outdoor dining.
and seasonings.
| and musical friends who have ex present in the young people, and
Her first stroke of genius was
Family" of the theatre, will be seen
birthday. Those present: Mrs. Ly
Hashed Brown Potatoes
as Lady Teazle and will bring her
ford Ross, Elizabeth Ross, Mrs.
amined them say many of them also trains young musicians, to ap having wide casement windows cut
1-3 cup salt pork, bacon drippings
in the side of the kitchen that had
own company with her. Since Iwr
Frank Rogers, Mrs Hazel Dyer,
contain real merit and definite pear before audience.
Salt and pepper
Mr. Calderwood is making his job always been dark and windowless
promise. Mrs. Winslow also writes
first appearance as a star in ’’C&|.'
Carolyn and Edward Dyer, Mrs.
4 cups chopped boiled potatoes
tain Jink Ethel Barrymore has
the lyrics which doubtless accounts a year-round proposition. I Judge, | but that did face a view. Under
Theresa Roberts, Edith Roberts,
Heat the fat in one side of a
for the sympathetic bond between for I learn tliat band rehearsals are | the windows the carpenter put up
been one of the greatest of Ameri
Mrs Madeline Smith. The hostess
double frying pan and add the po
can actresses and among her star
music and words found in her to be continued during the summer j a long shelf and she bought tall
received several gifts. The large
tatoes finely chopped. Stir until
work. One statement Mrs. Winslow to make possible weekly concerts at stqpls so the family eat breakfast
ring successes are "Declasse," "The
birthday cake was decorated with
the fat is well mixed, season to
made started many memories in my the Amphitheatre. In the orches- i and lunch, counter-fashfon, facing
Constant Wife," "Whlteoaks" and
red. white and blue in honor of
.lames II. Webster, “Jim"
Edward II. Smith. ‘Gramp"
1 own mind—in speaking of her musi- tra are quite a number of young the view. Late at night the “young i taste and let brown underneath “Farm With Three Echoes;
Flag Day.
-■
,
cal training, she said, to this effect violin players which means time to • fry" love It for their late snacks and about 15 minutes over a low fire.
Other notable events include the
Bernard Erickson has returned
Cover, turn pan and brown on
NORTH HAVEN
Ilclts Harbor beach, the other at the —“I can read music very well—I allow them to gain ln experience.1 kitchen parties. The rest of the .
appearance of Cornelia Otis Skin
from Whitinsville. Mass.
other side.
ner, who will give a recital. “The
Mrs Susie Wooster Ls vLsiUng at Ncrlh Shore'
1 tearned that ln scho°1 under Mlss Another year it is expected that the time the shelf gives Mrs. Beck extra j
Ruth Brown has returned frem
standard of admission to both or- ■ working space. All electric cook- Jellied Tomato Madrllene
Loves of Charles II' in the LakeRcbert Crowe11 U ^tending the Phillips."
Waterford where she has been her former home in Addison (or a
2 tablespoons unflavored gelatine
brief period
World's Fair.
| Among the many who can echo chestra and band will be raised. I jpg appliances plug in here.
wood theatre on Tuesday after
I teaching.
% cup cold water
! Roger Raymond is home from this statement is myself. In all my Next year quite a number of both j Outside. under the casement wln.
noon, August 20. "Mr. and Mrs.
1
Miss Louise Libby went Saturday
2 cups Kemp’s Tomato Juice
Blanche Cushing left last wee Northeastern University in Boston musical activity I have never ceased band and orchestra members wiU be
North," a new play by Owen Davis,
to Wollaston, Mass., to pass the
dows. Dad and the boys put in a
2 cups "Ace’ broth
for Florida,
j
sumJner vacation
to be grateful to Miss Phillips for lest toy graduation (June, 1941) so flagstone terrace and a wide hinged
will be the attraction the week of
x Summer vacation with her parents
1
teaspoon
minced
onion
Scott Staples of New Jersey is
the sound foundation work she Mr. Calderwcod is endeavoring to shelf hangs from the kitchen win
July 1 with Joyce Arllng, Albert
f. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby.
Pepper and salt
spending a few days with his father. Grammar School Graduation
gave in the public schools, especial Interest boys and girls in grades VII dow on a level with the sill so sil
Hackett and Vincent Price in the
Norma Oray is home from Oxford C. S Staples.
!
Thoroughfare School held
Soften gelatine ln cold water.
ly in reading music. As I look back and VIII to start lessons on some ver. dishes, cooked food and bev
leading roles. The play will be given
where she has been teaching.
Gerald Beverage spent the week- thU clcsin« program Wednesday:
Combine tomato Juice and chicken
a special holiday matinee on Thurs
Prof. David Moyer and family of end with his parents Mr. and Mrs. P^^nal; prayer. Rev. H. F. I cannot recall just what method instrument. But the same old bug erages can be passed out tne win
stock. Add onion and simmer 10
she used to teach us to read music, bear is present—financial inability
OberUn. Ohio have arrived for the
dow easily for outside dining and minutes. Dissolve gelatine in hot day July 4. The week of July 22 will
Huse; song, class; "Why Oo To
to
purchase
instruments.
The
Albert
Beverage
before
returning
to
but
we
learned,
and
thoroughly
Summer at the Music Box. Old
soiled dishes passed back quickly tomato juice and stock, season to bring Harry Carey, noted picture
school owns a few instruments, and
Damariscotta where he will be in High School," Jane Grant “Nobil and unforgettably.
| Harbor.
when the meal on the terrace is taste. Strain and chill. Break up star, recently seen in “Mr. Smith
ity,"
Erma
Witherspoon;
"Never
• • • •
the effort is being made to distribute
Miss Aura Williams of Quincy, I the emplov of the Central Maine Trouble Trouble," Burtis Brown,
Goes To Washington" as guest star
finished.
with fork or cut cubes and serve ln
Hearing fine things about the work them to the persons who. from as
ln O'Ntille's “All Wilderness."
Mass., spent the weekend with rela Power Co. for the Summer., ,
Jr.; "House By the Side of the Roger Calderwood is ooing as di- i many angles as possible, will derive
One 'ong rus,lc table and benches bouillon cups. Serves six.
WiU R»ad." Phyllis Thayer; piano solo,
"The Oorllla ' exciting and amus
tives in town.
rector of instrumental music in the most benefit from them, as well i used to furn“h the greened porch,
MENU
ing mystery comedy is attracting
Miss Catherine Grey returned hold lis annual picnic June 27.
Jane Grant.
the Camden Schools. I made it a as being ready and willing to ren- can be moved out 10 th,‘ t*“rraee
The grade schools closed Friday
Breakfast
large audiences to Lakewood this
Saturday from Bingham, where
"Ycur Mission," Carolyn Green point to leam more about this der all the service necessary to the easd>'. °r °n rainy days, a meal can
and
a
picnic
was
enjoyed.
One
Cornflakes with Strawberries
week and Orant Mills and Percy
she has been teaching.
law; "Psalm of Life," John Water young man who is still more or less school instrumental organizations. I
serve(t on the screened porch
Toasted iBacon Roll
Kilbride have won much praise for
Mr. and Mrs. John West and Mr. group spending the day at Bart- man; song. Burtis Brcwn Jr.; pres,i.,
r
v
For the summer programs and The same long table and benches
' '
ol a newcomer to this section. I
Coffee
their portrayals of Mr. Mulligan
and Mrs. Ronald Wooster of Roslin
entation of gifts, Wilfred Mills; find that he is a Portland boy, hav rehearsals an invitation is being ex- can be moved into tne living room
i
..
Lunch
grandmother
Mrs.
Annie
Calder.
„
How
Tc
Use
the
PubHc
Library
..
and Mr. Garrity, the detectives.
dale, Mass., are guests of Mr and
ing graduated from the Deering tended to all visiting high school i ^or a mea' before the fire if the
Toasted Cheese Sandwiches
Louise Campbell Ls the heroine.
woodMarion Carver; awarding diplomas,
Mrs. W. Y Fossett.
instrumental
players
(and
any
othn
b{ht
is
cool.
Mrs.
Beck
also
O. 6c C. Potato Sticks
Mrs. Eleanor L, Gregory returned jupt o A Bragdon. benediction, High School, and later frem tlie
Starting
next Monday night und
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Headley are
bought a supply of inexpensive
Portland Junior College of Business ters qualified) to join
Mr Huse; Jecessiona,
Cole Slaw
continuing all next week Vincent
in South Portland to attend the Saturday from Stonington where [
trays
and
sometimes
the
family
like
Another hope Mr. Calderwood
Administration. In addition to car
•Cocoanut Graham Crisps
Price, noted talking picture star,
graduation of their grandson. Park she has been guest of Mrs Kath- | The motVo wgJ. „The Warld Be.
rying on private music study for cherishes is to develop an Alumni best to fill trays with sandwiches
erine
Cleveland.
Mrs.
Gregory
and
Iced Tetley Tea
seen recently in "The House Of
er Williams. Jr.
longs to The Energetic;" colors, blue
uke „ yea„ Mr Cal. Orchestra. This year five players or salads and drinks and perch here
Dinner
Seven Gables" and "The Invisible
Miss Ellen Wahlman is home from Mrs Cleveland recently motored ,an(1 gold; nowcr fotget-me-not.
derwood had one year of degree are being lost by graduation. An and there to eat from the tray. •Kemp's Jellied Tomato Madrllene
Man Returns" will appear as guest
Maine Oeneral Hospital, where she to Brownville Junction where they ' Pupils having a .ank of 80 cr
at lhe Instltute of Musical effort Ls being made to locate oth (They’ve found tray service the
Cold Sliced Ham
attended the reception^ given ir>)above fcr the year are: Jane Grant
star in a comedy of hls own au
is a student nurse.
best
way
yet
to
serve
big
groups
of
Art of the Juilliard School of Music ers who have already graduated
“Welch Currant Jelly Sauce
thorship titled “Poet’s Corner."
Capt. Edward Greenleaf was ln honor of Mrs Alice L. Graves, 951; Sherman Baird. 91; Marion (Supervisors' Course), and is a who might be interested to con young people their children collect
•Hashed Brown Potatoes
town Thursday to attend the grad Worthy Grand Matron, O.E.S They Carver, 90 4; Ellen Wooster. 89; Ed graduate of the American Institute tinue. The organization of this for an occasional party.)
also
attended
the
school
for
dep

Asparagus with Crumbs
win
Thayer,
87;
Kathryn
McDon

uation of his daughter Miss Miriam
In a lar corner of their garden
of Normal Methods Auburndale, group is put ahead for next year.
uties.
Raspberries and Cream
ald, 86.5; Burtis Brown, 85; Betty Mass. Later he attended Boston Who knows—perhaps out of all this | the Becks built an outdoor fireplace
Oreenleaf.
Mrs
Austin
Ripley
and
daughter
Ha=kel
,
83
7;
John
Beverage,
82
5;
Coffee
Miss Margaret Kinley went Sat
. Virginia who have been guests of Albert Gillis, 82.1; Carolyn Green University School of Education, Camden will emerge with a munici- i with rustic seats around it and
• Recipes given.
urday to Livermore Falls.
graduating from there in 1938 (B pal orchestra. With such a capable steak broils o’r weenie roasts are
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Young re- law. §0 7; Wilfred Mills, 80.
I??
Vinalhaven Band will hold re
S in Education), having majored in and enthusiastic figure at the helm staged there. Paper dishes, plenty
turned Monday to Bucksport.
Pupils having won the award for music, and also devoting much time as Mr. Calderwood, much that is un of long handled broilers, a big coffee MATINICUS
hearsal at 7.30 tonight.
.
Walter Ingerson has returned seven points of health are: John
Stanley Conway is home from
School has closed and Mrs Teel
pot that sets over the grate and
to the study of English and social dreamed of can be accomplished.
Irom Portland
Waterman, Phyllis Thayer, Jane sciences. With such a background
• • • •
Whitinsville, Mass.
has returned to her home on Cran
there
you
are.
“
We
wouldn
t
go
Mrs Eleanor Gregory. DD.G.M. Orant, Burtis Brown, Marion Can- he „ capable
Arthur Calderwood of Quincy,
Yes. Frank Winslow, I like to hear back to dining ln one room all Sum berry Island.
has returned from Brownville Junc er. Carolyn Greenlaw, Wilfred Mills, C0Urae6
wel, M musk
Mass , was guest Sunday of his
Cleve Wallace is a patient at Knox
frogs “sing," too. It is a lovely ex mer for anything in the world and
tion where she inspected the East Lyman Hopkins, John Beverage,,
That he hasn't let any grass grow perience to drive along a country next fall when we do move back Hospital
ern Star Chapter.
Ellen Wooster, Milton Dyer, Bar
Mrs. A M Ripley of Quincy, Mass
read in the early twilight of a spring indoors lt will seem all the pleas
New Undtr-arm
In the WTite-up of commencement bara Dyer, Betty Haskell, Albert under his feet is evidenced in his
instrumental and choral experience day, the air sweet with blossoms, anter," Mrs. Beck says. "It has all is at her home here for the sum
Cream Deodorant exercises of Vinalhaven High School Gillis, Harriet Stone, Venner Curtis, in these years. While it is impos the shrubs and trees so lacy and cost very little to do. it s such fun.' mer.
in Saturday’s issue, the name of Stanley Waterman, Edwin Thayer.
A. M. Ripley and Vernon Phil
sible to list all this busy young man green in their new attire, and to It sounds like a slick idea for small
Miriam Oreenleaf was inadvertent
Pupils not absent during term: has done, the following will give an hear the frogs trilling their melodi
brook of Quincy. Mass, were callers
house
dw.Ilcrs.
V.
__
do
you
Stops Perspiration ly omitted. She deserves much Venner Curtis, Stanley Waterman, inkling of his widespread activities. ous love songs.
last Tuesday on the island.
think?
credit for the original idea in pre Albert Oillis. Sherman Baird, Car
• • • •
Mrs. Raymond Tolman is em
While in Deering High he acted as
Cocoanut Graham Crisps
senting the class gifts by having olyn Greenlaw, John Waterman.
ployed
at the Lobster Pot, Friend
Back in 1929 a Miss Hazel Hallett
student director of orchestra In con
1-3 cup shortening
Opening the toast rack turns tha
them attached to miniature para
Sherman Baird has not been ab test and graduation, and also as di won the finals in the National Fed
ship for the summer.
Bi cups brown sugar
toast. Cool handlrs and megt.
chutes in class colors of red and sent during entire year.
Isabelle Ames is home frenj Vi Six foot cord. Fast hrating.
rector of the "Special Orchestra,". eration of 'Music Clubs Biennial
2 eggs
white and dropped from above the
Chrome plated.
nalhaven for the summer.
with 56 players, which won First ' Convention'in Chicago. Since then
1
cup
all-purpose
flour
stage to her. Miss Oreenleaf then
Dr. Walter P. Conley will be at PrlZt, class A Orchestra playing thc I she has appeared as soloist with
Oilbert
Ames
and
Osmond
Bunk

H cup oatmeal
In an easy and graceful manner his offlce from the arrival of the pirst Movement of Haydn's Second ' symphony orchestras on many ocer are home for a month's vacation
'4
cup graham cracker crumbs
presented the joke gifts with ap boat from Rockland Thursday symphony. Later at this school | caslons, as well as recitalist. Think
from Ooodwlll Farm at Hinckley.
Others $1.95-$ 16.00
propriate rhymes to each class morning until its departure Friday Mr calderwood conducted the or- I am correct in saying that Miss players under
1. Does not rot dresses, does
Mrs. Annette Keighley who has
of
not irritate skin.
mate.
morning.—adv.
chestra and band, acted as accom Hallett was heard at a Maine Fed Fiedler. The number used was Liszt's been spending several weeks with
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
her daughter Mrs. Dorian Ames,
panist for the glee club, as well as eration of Music Clubs convention Plano Concerto No. 1 in E flat.
right after shaving.
Dr. Walter P. Conley will be at
We must remember that the teaching
music appreciation and shortly afteT she won tlie finals in
has returned to Rockland.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
fot 1 to ) days. Removes odor
his office from the arrival of the worst thing that can happen to peo- harmony
He was active in sev- 1929. On the evening of June 11,
This beautiful stanza was written
from perspiration.
boat from Rockland Thursday pie is to live itheir lives in fear and era] musical branches at both the this year. Miss Hallett was the feaFRIENDSHIP
Apure,white,greaseless,stain
by John Keble-morning until Its departure Fiiday in’hate. "—Mrs. Franklin D. Roose- institute of Musical Art andBos-! tured soloist at the third annual
less vanishing cream.
The Methodist Ladles Aid will
"Lord make my heart a place when
velt.
morning.—adv.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
angels ilna!
ton University. He was also mem- EAC Pops Concert in Boston, apFor sun ly thoughts 'ow-breath' i b* met Wednesday with Hattie WotApproval Seal of the American
ber of the 240th Coast Artillery pearing with the orchestra of 85
Thee
.on at her Summer home at Mar
Institute of Laundering for

“HOT WEATHER
Universal Toasters

only $2.50

Universal
Automatic Iron

4.

being harmless to fabrics.

23 MILLION jars oi Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar today I

ARRID

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y
“FLORIAN”

PARK, THURSDAY ONLY

Al all elorre ftrllinp toilet fooda

• J"

(a Itoo in 10/ aasl

Are angels gilding near cn nolreles
w.ng;
And where a home they ee
Swept clean and garnished with ador
lnj |«y.
They en er In and dwell.
And trach that he rt to swell
With heavenly melody, their own un
tired employ."

lins Point for an all day session.
Dinner will be served a( ncon by the
.lostess, assisted by Ida Wotton.
Those who have not been solicited,
will lurnish sweets.

Jere >

Finger tip heat control. Round
heri.
wrinkle-proof.
Walnut
handle.
Chrome plated.
Six
foot cord.

only $3.95

’blue coal*

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Others $2.95-$9 .95

NOW AT REDUCED PRICES

2-Burner Hot Plate

I WANT TO ORDER

ROCKLAND. ME.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Hant, Swan'sIsland and Frenchboro

9 Fill your bin with 'blue coal'
now—“save anti be cafe." You'll
save at today's low prices. And,
regardless of conditions nest Win
ter, you'll have guaranteed pro
tection against cold weuther. Phone
ua your order today.

SPRING SERVICE
Effective May 20
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read (In
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.15
G.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25
7.30 Lv. North llaven, Ar. 4.15
Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 2.15
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
61-tf

Robert Young aoi Hfikn.Cilb«LkL"fIdtlaa’L

Donald Douglas and Morgan Conway.—adv.

CENTIU^MAINE

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
THF

blue (oal

WAY

IS

1HF

FAST

WAY

TO

MF AT

$4.95
Others $1.35-$8.95

DON’T DELAY-BUY NOW
An exciting game from Warner Bros.' thrilling picturization of rack
eteers, G-men and insurance investigators, “A Fugitive From Justice,”
featuring Roger Pryor, Lucile Fairbanks, Eddie Foy, Jr., Sheila Bromley,

One burner, 3-heat switch. Onr
with one-heat switch. Attached
cord. Chrome plated.

eOWll^CWUWMY
YOUk

liOMi

73-74
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I training class, and all classes will
Wednesday afternoon in observance points of Interest and the big stores ciation of their services and several
be held in tlie (Baptist vestry.
of the first birthday anniversary of were Included in Ure sightseeing Auxiliary guests and past depart-j
Miss Thalice Spear has returned
ment
officers
spoke
briefly.
Buffet
her daughter. Cornelia Ann. Table tour of Bcston, the baseball games
ftftftft
D. A. R. and Friends
to Cambridge, Mass., after spending
««««
ftftftft
decorations were of blue and pink proving quite an attraction for the lunch planned by Mrs. Chaples and 1
LEDA O. CHAMPNEY
Erect Bronze Tablet At
a
week's
vacation
with
her
parents,
Mrs.
Morse
concluded
tlie
evening,
i
JUNE COTE
SHIRI-EY T. WILLIAMS
with a centerpiece of lady's de boys. Mrs. Tillson and the girls
Correspondent
Ml-, and (Mrs. L. True 6pear.
Fort William Henry
Correspondent
Guests were present from Rock
Correspondent
lights and daffodils. Each guest were entertained at lunch and for
ftftftft
/V A A
ZN. A
ZN
I Last meeting of Harbor Light
A
ftftftft
received a Pinocchio balloon as a a tour of Cambridge by Miss land. Waldoboro and Richmond.
Sunday afternoon a large number
TW. 2330 '
Chapter OES. preceding the Sum
Amanda
Keich,
noted
lecturer
and
faver,
and
the
guest
of
honor
was
Tel. 713
Tel. 190
New Reading Material
of
Maine Daughters of the Ameri
mer recess will be held tonight at
overwhelmed with gifts. Those in writer, of Boston.
The following new bocks are now j
The
Loyalty
Class
of
the
Baptist
can
Revolution and interested
Masonic
hall
with
exemplification
Mrs. Vernon Achorn's birthday
Averyl Reed is passing two weeks vited were Mrs. William Grafton
Mrs. Charles H. Burgess will be
! being added to the Public library
Church School. Mrs. Hazel Cain of the work. Picnic supper, with friends gathered at Fort William
and
son
Ward
Mason.
Mrs.
Ellis
Saturday was the occasion of a famJn Vinalhaven. guest of Mr. and
hostess to the Methodist Ladies Aid |I teacher, was entertained at a pic
Mrs. Nina Carroll as chairman of Henry. Pemaquid, to place a bronze
Yeung and daughter, Mildred. Mrs. 1 ily gathering when her mother. shelves:
Mrs. C. E. Smith.
Fiction—How Green Was My Val Society Wednesday at 2 o'clock ot nic Saturday at tiie home of Mrs. the committee will be served at <i
j
Carroll
Foster
and
daughter.
BevMrs. Davis of South Waldoboro and
her home on Mechanic street.
Mrs. Nellie Borneman is a sur
tablet inscribed as follows: “Inmem
C. V Overman.
o'clock.
1 erly. Mrs. Karl Stetson and daugh- aunt. Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Union ley. Richard Llewellyn; Wild Geese
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Miss Mary Hanna of Cincinnati,
ory
of John Henry Cartland, bom
1
Calling,
Stewart
Edward
White;
Flag Day was observed at the
' ter. Sandra, Mrs. Lawrence Carroll ; came with Mrs. Wallace s grand
Father's Day was observed by the
I The Bird in the Tree. Elizabeth has arrived at her cottage, "Kent- weekly meeting of Fred A. Norwood
Elmer Biggers is visiting Mr. and
1841,
died 1920, whose untiring ef
i and daughter, Donna, Mrs. Elmer daughter. Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Jr.;
churches in town Sunday. At the
Mrs. Emeasey A. Colpitts, in Sanmoor" for the Summer.
W.R.C. Friday night with this pro Baptist Church at the 11 a. m. serv forts over a period of many years
Ingalls and son, John, Mrs. Ran- ! and her sister, Mrs. Stella Colla- Goudge; When the 'Whippoorwill
gerville, this week.
Lewis Pendleton of New York I gram: Readings by Mrs. Effie Salis ice gifts were presented by Rev. C.
i dolph Henderson and son, Lou. Mrs. i more, came from Rockland. Mrs. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings; Chad
stimulated a revival in history of
Genevieve Bradlee returned yes
Hanna.
Walter
Edmonds:
Bethel
City
is spending the Summer witli
Mrs. Cacilda Cain, Mrs. Stella V. Overman to each father present
Forrest Adams and son. Theodere, Wallace is remaining this week for
terday to Boston having spent the
Merriday.
Sinclair
Lewis;
Tlieir
his mother. Mrs. Georgie Pendleton, Simonton, Mrs. Emma Torrey, Mrs. and a special gift of a gold lapel Pemaquid and made possible the
Mrs. Ralph Keyes, Mrs. Ferdinand a visit with the Achorns.
erection of the replica of Fort Wil
weekend at her -home here.
1
Own
Country.
Alice
Tisdale
Hobart;
Melvin Heights.
j Carrie Grey, Mrs. Ellen Bohndell, cross was presented the oldest and
! Day, Mrs. Alpheus Jones. Mrs. Al
Mrs. Bben Alden. Mrs. M. A Hart Portrait of Jenny. Robert Nathan;
liam Henry. Tablet placed by
Benjamin Moss, Alfred Moss, Miss
bert Robinson, all of thLs town, and and 'kiss Lucy Skinner returned
The 2.000 ton barge. Samuel B. Mrs. HatUe Kerihey. Mrs. Nellie youngest fathers present.
Capt. Pemaquid Chapter D. A. R."
Barbara Laskey, Dr. and Mrs.
Mrs. George Regers and daughter. :
t0 the Alden home here after The Loon Feather. Iola Fuller; Loveland. Jr., is discharging bitu Alexander and Capt. Ernest Torrey, Oeorge W. Lane and Rev. Sidney
This tablet was presented by Mrs.
Charles DiPerri of Wiscasset and
Donna. Mrs. Cornelius Overlook passing the 'Winter months in Fruit Other Gods. Pearl Buck; No Arms. minous coal at the George Thomas violin solo, Capt. Torrey, with Mrs. Packard were tie for the former and
Grace Carlisle of Boothbay Harbor
Miss Anne McHale of Everett. Mass.,
No
Armor.
Robert
Henriquez:
ESnTorrey, accompanist; group singing Charles Lane, Jr., was winner in
Miss Estelle Overlook and Neil land Park. Fla.
Fuel Co. wharf.
and accepted by Mr. Pingree, rep
■were guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. ;
■ berlalne. Sheila K Smith; Let the
of patriotic songs.
Overlock of South V/arren. Mrs.
the latter.
George
Young,
son
of
Mr.
and
Miss
Mildred
Rich
left
Saturday
resenting Gov. Barrows, for the
E. R. Moss.
Keyes was assisted b/ Mrs Day, , to spend several days with Mr. and People Sing. J. B. Priestly; Sea Mrs. II. B. Young, Grove street, was
Miss Marion (Weidman, with
Miss Alice Pender of Philadelphia State of Maine. Ceremony opened
Mrs. Louise Smith and Otis Fales *
Island
Lady,
Francis
Griswald;
Mrs. Rogers. Mrs. Keyes and Mrs. I Mrs Dana C. Miln at Upper Darby,
recent recipient of a volume of pi George Crockett at the wheel left will arrive today to occupy "Rose with the reading of the Prayer pre
of New York, Mr. and Mrs Henry !
1 Uncle Snowball. Frances Frost.
Overlook.
I
Penna
ano pieces presented by his teacher, by motor Monday for Marcellus, N. mary” Russell avenue, for the sum scribed in the D. A. R. ritual, and
Fales of Chester, Penna., and Mr
Tire Power and the Glory, Phyllis i
Mrs.
Florence
Gardiner
1s
visitMrs. Ruth Collemer, as a reward Y„ and on returning Friday they mer.
Mrs William Olllchrest went
other appropriate exercises.
and Mrs. James Fales of Squantum.
Bentley; The Two Wives, Frank'
will be accompanied by her aunt.
1
ing
her
father,
Henry
Hunt,
in
Au

Friday
to
Scuth
Bristol
where
she
Dr. James Herlihy Is expected to
Miss Elizabeth F. Reed of BoothMass, are in town, called by the
has employment for the summer. jSwlnnerton; The Floor of Heaven. | for g(»oa attendance at piano lessons from June 1939 to June '1940.' M1*- Gertrude Weidman who will arrive June 20 at his cottage on bay Harbor gave an interesting ad
gusta a few weeks.
death of Capt. James Fales.
Mrs Edgar Libby will entertain s>’lvla ChatfleldJUtes;_One Fight Tlie young musician has also pre- make an extended visit here. Mrs. Beauchamp street for the season.
dress on the history of the old Fort,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Montgomery I Thursday Club was entertained
More. Susan Ertz; Miss Susie
and Mrs. and Mrs. Bowdoin Oraf- at the home of Mrs. Charles 8ml h. riembers of the Star Circle of Siegel's, Augusta Tucker; An Ocean pared p ano solos and duets for two Crockett went as far as Gardner
Tlie Farm Bureau will meet June which was first erected in 1631 by
recitals during this period.
, Mass • *here she w111 vWt her
ton were supper guests Saturday prizes going to Mrs. Orvel Williams, Grace Chapter Tuesday night at
20 at the home of Mrs. Bernice two English patentees, and at
Heritage. Sara Ware Bassett; Man
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
Merle
Hildreth
' Capt anL Mrs E™*1 M Torrey Freeman at Glen Cove; subject tacked and destroyed the following
7
30
Mrs
Enoch
Clark
and
Mrs
Edwin
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Libby.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain^eft Monday
Mrs. Oscar Crie and her mother, On Horseback. B. M. Bower; Polo and daughter. Linda Ann. of Dover- 'j and
*‘,lu
"Variety in Vegetables." Dinuer year by Dixie Bull, a famous pirate.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Winchen Lynch. Mrs Kmer R. Biggers and
naise. Marten Hare: Of Human , Foxcroft were guests Sunday of;to at., n
..
„_Ca^npD'*n. i at noon will be ln charge of Mrs. The Fort was again erected by Gov.
Mrs.
Mattie
Campbell
spent
yesMrs
Williams
will
be
hostesses
bach, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Craw
Kindness. Ruth Comfort Mitchell;
i at Waterville. Mrs. Torrey is a
Rev. and Mrs. W. F. Brown.
Margaret Gregory, Mrs. Edith Over- Sir Edmund Andros in 1677, with
ford and Mrs. Carrie Philbrcok at next Thursday for its first picnic of ) terday in Farmington,
Rose Galbraith. Grace L. Hill; Dude
Past Department president and De- ! lock and Miss Emily Hall.
the
season.
;
MLss
Barbara
Batchelder
is
towers, bastions, etc., and again
The yacht Voyager owned by,
..
.
...
tended a surprise birthday party
Woman. Peter B. Kyne; Stars Still Robert Gardner and the Fishhawk partment COanC,1°r °f 0,6 W°menS
destroyed by the Penobscot In:r and th
Mrs Leila Smalley with Mrs impending a weeks vacation with
for Wilson Merriam Saturday in
Mrp.
William
Murray
has
been
National Relief Corps.
Shine, Lida Larrimore; There Is
owned by Gov. Leverett Saltonstall
vlsitlng relatives at Peabody, Mass. dlans ln 1689- ln 1682 °°v- 8ir wu"
Union.
Dorothy Libby. Mrs. Josephine relatives in Boston and New York.
Always Love, Emilie Loring; The of Boston have been launched re- | Mr. and Mrs. George Sullivan of
liams Phips erected Fort WlUlam
Brackett's Drug Store Ls again Stone, Mrs Eleanor Clark and Miss Mrs Clayton Staples and Miss
World Is Like That. Kathleen Nor cently at the Railway. The yacht1 Dorchester. Mass., were weekend for a few- days, returning heme Henry, mounting 28 guns and cost
located at its old stand in the Watts Helen Studley. went to Brownville Barbara Olllchrest are managing
guests ut the home of Mr and Mrs. Sunday.
ris; Trial by Wilderness. T. Norris
£ 20.000. It was invested in 1696 by
Block, repairs and renovations Junction Thursday to attend the re- , her beauty parlor until her return
Monataka owned by Dr. Hannibal
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Richards
Lou
E. Upham.
Longstreth;
Riders
of
Buck
River,
French and Indians by land and by
made necessary by the fire in Feb ception given there by Echo Chap next Monday.
Hamlin of Boston left today to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett and and Charles Marston spent the
Miss Mane Clark is employed at Wm McLoud Raine; Lost Sunrise.! Summer at Surrey.
sea and captured and destroyed.
ruary, having been completed. The ter OES for tiie recently elected
. Mrs. Keith Crockett were ln Fair- weekend at the Richards camp at
It was again erected in 1729, and
store will have its opening tomor Worthy Grand (Matron. Mrs Alice the cfficc of Alfred M. Strcut dur Kathleen Norris; Head of the
Fifty
year
membership
medals
tQ
c&u
on
Mr&
Maria
ville.
ing the absence of Mbs Jane Miller House. Grace L. Hili: Sweet Grass,' were presented to Clifford Melvin
destroyed in 1775 by the Town of
row.
Graves, who ls Mrs. Clark's aunt.
Nutt, who is a patient at the Sani
Mrs. Hildred Rider, Byron Rider Bristol to prevent its falling into
B. M Bower; Rehearsal For Love.|
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robin
and John J. Paul at the last meet
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach who is at South Hansor.. Mass, at
tarium.
and Miss Beatrice Lane spent Sun- the possession of the English. Re
son cf Penn's Grove. N. J., were returned heme Wednesday from tending the sessions of the Ameri Faith Baldwin.
ing of the season of Amity Lodge
Ralph Wilson was at home from day with Mr. and Mrs. Myron Park- constructed by the State of Mains
Non-Fiction
—
I
Begin
Again.
'
can
Red
Cross
Aquatic
Scliool
at
visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Bcston where they had taken their
of Masons Friday night, and the
Criehaven to spend the weekend er ln Searsport.
Alice Bretz; A Smattering of Ignor
in 1907-8 as a Memorial, it con
Alexander Wilson's.
daughter, Miss Mildred, and son. Camp Kiwanis.
Master Mason degree was conferred with his family. He was accompanance.
Oscar
Levant.
Since
Yester

Mrs Nellie Surrett of Oeneseo.
tains many interesting relics of by
Dorothy M Mathews, daughter of Edwin, on the first stage of their
on candidates.
panied by his nephew Kenneth TENANTS HARBOR
gone days. Mrs. Charles B. Rose,
James W Mathews. 7 Wadsworth journey to Toronto where they are N Y . is visiting Mrs E. P. Starrett. day. Frederick Lewis Allen: Stalin.
The American Legion Auxiliary Wilson.
Wilho Lampinen of Portland Czar of all the Russians. Eugene will meet tonight at 7.30 o'clock. A
Members of Naomi Chapter O. regent Lady Knox Chapter, Mrs.
street was among the winners of to visit relatives the remainder of
On account of election Monday
spent
the weekend with hls par Lyons; Clara Schumann. John W full attendance Is desired.
E. S.. who wish to attend the School Carleton Snow, and Mrs. H. P.
prizes at Bates College this, year, the summer. On return. Rev. and
the movie and stage show scheduled
Burk; March of the Barbarians
according to an announcement by Mrs Leach spent Wednesday with ents here.
The Fire department was called for that night at Town haU wUl be of Instruction held at Vinalhaven Blodgett were ln attendance.
Harold
Lamb;
The
Sacramento,
Ju-|
The
annual
4-H
Club
Field
Day
July 1 are asked to notify the sec
President Clifton D. Gray at the their other daughter, Miss Oive.
to extinguish a chimney Are Sun shown Saturday night.
retary by Friday. Members will ters with her son Allen ln Milton,
Commencement exercises.
Miss who is a student nurse at tiie Maine will be held June 30 at the Union lian Dana; The Upper Mississippi. day forenoon at the home of Ed
A
meeting
of
the
Community
Fair Grounds, starting with a pa Walter Havighurst: The James
meet Sunday at 930 at the local Mass., is here for the summer.
Mathews received the general Oeneral Hospital. Portland.
ward Dodge.
Church Vacation School faculty will
scholarship prize for women for the
Mr. and Mrs. William Keen and
Mr. and Mrs Forest Stone spent rade at 10 o'clock led by the 4-H Blair Niles; Treasure Below. Ed
Miss Helen Cripps is employed be held Friday night at the Baptist Masonic hall to accompany the Ma
Handy Hustlers Band of Thomas ward Elsberg; I Lost My English
sons
to
church
in
observance
of
St.
class of 1942 At Bates she is a Friday in Lewiston.
Mrs.
Keene's mother, Mrs. Elsie
at Boynton-McKay s drug store.
parsonage. Anyone who is willing
member of the Choral Society, is
Oiles motored from Brookline, Mass.
Mrs William T Smith, son Wil- ton under the direction of Albert Accent. C. V R. Thompson; Our
Mrs. Allura Pitcher and Mrs. to aid in any way in this educational John’s Day.
active in dramatics and a member i liam T. Smith ar.d Mrs Maynard Harjula. Various games and con Arabian Nights. Helen and Ruth Mabel Barrage attended the Maine
Saturday. Mrs. Giles will remain
project ls asked to be present at
, Hoffman; So You're Seeing New
of Heelers, Junior dramatic club, Lucas cf Union went Friday to tests will occupy the day.
for the Summer; Mr. and Mrs. Keen
State Nurses Association meeting this meeting. An enrollment of GLENMERE
Winfred Williams went Saturday England. Clara Laughlin; Tales of
returned Monday.
and next year will be a proctor.
I Boston and Attleboro, Mass
held Saturday in Lakewood.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Holmberg,
more than 100 is expected for the
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Price of
Fred Welch and sister of BoothThe public supper following the to Tcgus IjGcp. Augusta, to visit an Empty Cabin, Orey Owl: Caro
Mrs. Lawrence Barton and sons. two weeks' session which will begin daughter Marlon, Mrs. Mary JahnRoxbury. Mass, arrived Saturday meeting Wednesday of the Bapt.st hu grandmother. Mrs. Winfred line of England. Peter Quennel:
bay called Sunday on Miss Rosa
There
will
!
son,
and
daughter
Mrs.
Doris
Henry
William and Robert of Waterville June 24 and end July 5.
I Reading With Childriji. Anne
tor a visit with Mrs. Scott Yeung Ladies' Circle was served under the Tabbutt.
Teele and Miss Edith Harris.
were recent guests of Mrs.'Raymond be classes for all ages oxer four of Rocky Hill. Conn., were at their
Mr
and
Mrs
Ralph
Crawford
acEaton
and Miss Margaret Young.
Mrs. Frank Black arrived home
direction of Rev Mr. Perron, as
Mayhew.
years up, with a special teacher cottage the past week.
Mrs. Oliver Hahn returned last sisted by Walter Chapman. Law ccmpanied by Mrs. Fred Oray and
Thursday from Knox Hospital
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
Davis
were
Ivis
Cripps
has
employment
at
Beano, K P. hall, Weymouth
Tuesday from a visit with Mr. and rence Chapman. Howard Miller Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe of
where she had been a surgical pa
Libby's Pharmacy.
Mr. Trask's son, Robert, was a mem weekend guests of their daughter tient.
Mrs Harry Pilkington, in Winches Ralph Paulsen, William Ccndon, Camden were guests Sunday of Mr. Orange, Thomaston. Thursday, 8
Mrs.
Chuncey
Keene,
Rockland.
Announcement has been made of ber of the graduating class.
Door, attendance prizes —adv.
ter. Mass. having attended the Everett Condon and Robert Clark. and Simeon Sawyer ln Oray.
Mrs. Amy Temme and sister Miss
Tlie Ladies' Circle meets Thurs
Miss Doris Heald presented her
the marriage of Miss Millie Chap
Mrs
Norman
Simmons,
Mrs
Per,
graduation exercises at Simmcm.
Carrie Simpson who spent the win
Mi. and Un. Harold Burton.
day
afternoon
with
Mrs.
Alice
man to Lawrence M. Dailey. May Belfast dancing school pupils In a
College. Her niece, Miss Harriet • Barbara Watts' of Belmont. Mass ley Jones. Mrs. Orvel Williams, El- ' A real Italian supper, the genuine
ter in Florida have arrived at their
8 at Camden.
recital at the Colonial Theatre I Washburn
ingredients
prepared
by
one
who
wyn
Tabbutt
and
Wilho
Lampinen
cottage for the summer.
Pilkington, was a member of the were recent guests of Mrs Jose
Mr and Mrs. J. L. Brewster and Monday night. Several from Cam- I Mr. and Mrs. J. Albert Thomas
graduating class.
phine Stone, and Mr. and Mrs. attended the banquet of the St. knows how, will be featured Thurs
and son Deane of Lynn, Mass.,
Oeorge High School Alumni Asso day night, starting at 6 p. m. at daughter Nancy of Boston are , den. Rockport, and Rockland took
Mrs. Chellis Gray of Bradley is Forest Stone.
passed the weekend at "Home j SOUTH WARREN
spending
a
few
days
at
the
Black
part
in
the
program,
guest of her niece. Mias Haze’. Gillis,
Members cf the graduating class ciation Saturday night at Tenants Thomaston Cafe, Beechwood's cor j cottage. Megunticook Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Oliver of
Acres."
The Clinton, one of Capt. Frank
ner Main St. Thomaston. •
for a few days.
returned early Thursday from their Harbor.
Winslow Watt. Donald Watt, Wal Gardiner were recent callers at O.
j
"Waterloo
Bridge
’
with
Vivien
Swift
s
schooners,
left
Monday
on
Dr. and Mrs. E. R Moss had as
Chester Smalley is employed at trip to Boston. Those going were
Leigh and Robert Taylor will play the first vgabond cruise of the sea- ter Barter and Mr. and Mrs. Orris B. Libby's.
I WALK WITH MUSIC
the American Railway Express Co. Ida Olson, Edna Ranta. Jcyce weekend guests at* thetr Summer I
Blanche Washburn who was guest
I
Tor
The
Courier-Gazette)
at the Comique Theatre Wednes- son. The schooner wiil return to Hupper attended funeral services
home at Tenants Harbor: George [
in Rocklar.d.
Whitehill. Willimenna Watts, VeSunday for Thomas Watt in Belfast. at. the Libby Homestead has re
I walk with music
day
and
Tliursday.
Today
is
short
;
Camden
Saturday
after
a
week
cf
Mrs. Anne Day. Mrs. Addie Jones. rena Neal. Louise Burns, Mil Poor Richard Ahlen. Harry Conn,
In memory» lane
subjects day and
feature picMv heart in ecetasy
and the
the feature
pic- ( coastal cruising in Penobscot Bay. I Mrs. Irene Bond who spends win- turned to Auburn.
Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mrs. Estelle dred Rich, Marie Clark. Doris Alfred Conn. Simon Y. Levovsky.
At each soft refrain
ture will be Free. Blonde and 21" }
T nose haunting, refreshing
Newbert went Thursday to Monhe Pryor Marilyn Miller. Grace Davis. Chester DeVivo and Frank Coholan
Dreamy nauacn
with Lynn Bari. Joan Davis andI
gan where they were guests of Mr Harriet Tillson. Leah Tillson. Har | of Everett. Rupert Stuart of Saugas.
Cauee my fond heart
Quick throbbing and glanchp-;
Alan Baxter.
and Mrs. Ferdinand Day the re old Sawyer. Averyl Reed, Gordon Oscar Nelson of Malden. Harold
Ah. love wit the thrtU
Miss Ethel McNair of Boston
In memory’s lane
mainder of the week.
Crie, Charles Bell, Edward Coates. ' Adams of Stoneham and Raymond
As I walked with music
was
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Evelyn Robinson of Warren, j Wiljo Maki, Harold Lash, Raymond Tuck of Somerville. Mass. members
And its swee. refrain.
John S. Campbell.
K. 6
spent Wednesday with her sister, Anderson and Toivo Suomela. Mrs. of the Pl Upsllon Delta fraternity
Rockland.
Mrs Mabel Weymouth. Fred A.
Mrs Nathaniel F Andrews.
| Eunice Tillson and Oiva lampinen of Boston.
Always
think
before
you
act,
but
Trask
and Rev William E. Berger
Mrs. Kenneth Keyes gave a party accompanied
them.
Historical
Joint Legion InstaUation
don't think too long about an- attended the graduation exercises
About 50 members and guests at- I swering tnterstlng classified offera. at Gorham Normal School Monday. 1
tened the Joint installation of the}
A TOP FLIGHT SPECIAL
officers of Willams-Brazier Post’
A. L-. and Auxiliary. The special
meeting was opened by the com
The real thing—absolutely as served in the best metropolitan
mander. Mrs. Eunice T Morse and
Italian-American restaurants
these offlcers were elected: Com
Served from 6.00 o'clock onward
mander, Edward T. Dornan; flrst
vice commander. Fred Burnham;
THURSDAY, JUNE 20
second vice commander. Edwin F
Lynch: adjutant. Roy Bell; finance
officer. Harry Stewart; chaplain,
Regular
MAIN ST.. AT BEECHWOODS ST..
THOMASTON, ME.
Ralph Carroll; historian. Enoch M.
$49.95
OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT EVERV NIGHT
Clark; sergeant at arms. Kenneth
Value
Cash
Fales. Mrs. Morse and Mr. Burn
ham were chosen as delegates and
Charles Smith and Roy Bell, alter
Budget Plan: $3.95 down; $3.20 monthly
nates. to the Department Conven
*
(Carrying Charge Included)
tion being held at Houlton next
week.
Here's a General Electric Cleaner, priced within the reach ot
The newly elected offlcers were
every housewife, that performs with greater efficiency and
installed by Past Department Com
more speed than some cleaners selling for considerably more
mander Hector Staples of Rockland
money. Dirt that escapes the ordinary cleaner is tapped up
assisted by Albert Wallace of Rock
and combed by this featherweight machine. Good to look at,
land, as Sergeant at arms. Follow
easy to handle.
Evenly balanced.
Distinctive streamline de
ing this the new commander called
sign.
x
upon various guests who respond
At a recent meeting of the town officials and members nf
ed with brief remarks, Mr. Staples
SPECIAL FEATURES
the Board of Trade it was agreed, after consultation with the
speaking most Interestingly on the
THREE-POINT ADJUSTABLE BRUSH—Compensates
State Highway Traffic Engineer and the State Police, that the
Legion program, stressing legisla
for bristle wear.
only solution to reducing the severe traffic record in Thomaston
tion and national defense.
FULLY TUFTED REVOLVING BRUSH—Increases tap
was to reduce the speed of vehicles traveling through the builtAuxiliary offlcers were installed
ping and sweeping action.
up section of the town.
by Past Department Vice President
SPOT-LITE—Lights the way for cleaning in those
Mrs. Susie Lamb, of Rockland, as
New signs have been erected emphasizing the twenty-five
dark corners.
sisted by Mrs. Bernice Jackson as
mile per hour speed limit provided by the State Law within
sergeant at arms. Mrs. Mary Dins
built-up sections of cities. These signs are of such size that the
NEW FOOT ADJUSTMENT—Eliminates stooping;
rate of speed in excess of twenty-five miles per hour within the
more ot Rockland assisted as pian
easy to adjust for thickness of any rug.
area limited by its signs must therefore be considered as an indif
ist throughout the evening. The
Phone for a Free Home Trial and see what an exceptionally
ference to the law.
new Auxiliary offlcers are: Presi
fine value this is. Test it out in your own home. There's no
,
This limit will be strictly enforced by them within this
dent, Sadie Chaples; first vice
obligation whatever.
section. The State Police will assist in enforcing the limit. All
president. Olive Fales; second vice
motorists should take warning in order to avoid violation of the
president, Emma Kalloch; secre
law and subsequent measures.
tary, Helen Lynch; treasurer, Har
It is believed that this drastic step was necessary in view of
riet Williams, ‘(Jessie Stewart act
the fact that four people were killed in thc past two years within
ing treasurer pro-tem.) chaplain.
thc town limits, three of which were pedestrians. Although pedes
POWH^COMPAHY
Edna Smith; historian, Charlotte
trians are oftentimes greatly negligent, extreme Caution »n the
Gray; sergeant at arms, Shirley
part of the motorist would prevent severe personal injury or
At Any of Our Stores
These two famous aces of the airlanes will be at Camden Opera House
death.
Williams.

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

Pemaquid Ceremony

ROCKPORT

SAVE J10 during this .
BIG MIDSUMMER SALE!

AT CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE TONIGHT

ITALIAN SUPPER

G-E Cleaners

*39

THOMASTON CAFE

•95

THOMASTON DRIVES ON
SPEEDERS

CENTRAWAAINE

71&73
jranraJaii

Gifts were presented to Mrs. tonight, headlining shows at 7 and 9.
Lamb and Mrs Jackson In appre ' ticus prizes,

Amateurs will compete for gen.............. j,

'j

......... ||j | ii-'i
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ROCKLAND H. S. GRADUATES

Enjoyed “K’ung”
Colby Commencement
Play Had Local Boy In
Title Role

Scott Anderson of Massachusetts
Mr. and Mrs. Hector O. Staples
leave Thursday for Houlton to at and Bath was the weekend guest
tend the State Convention cf thc of Brooks Bowden. Mr. Anderson |
is employed at the Bath Iron Works
American Legion.
By K. S. F.

Miss Corinne M. Berry or Boston,
Mrs Mary Chapman who has
been employed in North Haven has is passing the week with Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter at their
returned to her Rockland home.
Lucia Beach cottage.
Walter W. Tibbetts arrived Sun- |
Miss Eleanor Bird of Augusta, is
day from Florida, and will make an 1
spending
two weeks’ vacation with
indefinite stay at the home of Mrs. j
her parents, (Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Susie Davis. He was accompanied
B Bird.
by Charles L. Wilson, who is the
guest for a few days of Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Stone,
Mrs. Herbert W. Thorndike.
and daughter Janet, visited rela

The prejudiced and obstinate
person does not so much hold opin
ions as hls opinions hold him.
• • • •
Man (handing hls pay envelope
to his wife): “You got a nice in
crease this week, my dear.'
• • • •
London—The formation of thc
American Ambulance Corporation,
to equip and maintain ambulances
and first aid units to be at the dis
posal’ of the civil authorities, was
begun today by nine American
groups ln London. Ambassador Jo
seph P. Kennedy was named Hon
orary President. The organization
declared that "a large number' of
American citizens ln Britain al
ready were volunteering their serv
ices in “any capacity" and that
large contributions were being
made by American banks, business
houses, and Individuals in Britain.
• • • •
It ls said that a coming tcchni1 color cartoon will have the arrest
ing title "Romeo and Juliet,"

tives in Cornish, over the weekend.
Opportunity Class met Thursday
night at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Robert Hooper, who has been I
Brazier, with 32 members and four visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Beaton
guests present. A program was pre. has returned to his home in Warren. 1
sented after the business meeting
Mrs. William Ellingwood and sons
and had readings by Mrs. Brazier.
Mrs. Cora Richards, Mrs. Mary Hou Richard and Herbert, have been in
ses, Mrs. Clara Gregory, Mrs. Eda Bcston to attend the wedding of
Post. Refreshments were served by Robert Tappan and Miss Ann Stick
the hostesses. Mrs Fannie Pinkham, ney. They were joined there by
Miss Alice McIntosh and Mrs Helen Dr. Ellingwood who was returning
from New York. The ceremony was
McKinney.
-------J performed in the Congregational
Miss Kathleen Dean, twin daugh- Church in Cambridge, the reception
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Dean, taking place at the home of thc H.
is a patient at Knox Hospital.
H Stickney's in Belmont.
Mrs. Andrew Coffey, Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. Rita Babbidge. who spent the
L. Robbins and Mrs. Fred A. Snow weekend with relatives here, has rewere in Oorham Sunday to attend turned to Boston.
the Pillsbury-Coffey wedding.
------------, Miss Beverly Bowden, a graduate
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence K. Bar- in the class of 1940 is employed as
hour of Washington. D. C are visit- j bookkeeper at Rockland Sales and
ing relatives in this city. They will, Service,
return Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight
Corner Club members met Friday have returned from two weeks' mo
with Mrs. Mida Packard, bridge tor trip to Charlotte, N. C. cover
prize going to Mrs. Charles H. Rich ing 2400 miles. They stopped in
ardson.
Brunswick Saturday, that Mr.
Knight might attend the 40th re
Mr a^d Mrs. Maurice F Lovejoy
union cf his class at Bowdoin Col
and daughter Priscilla and Mrs. E. lege.
Stewart Orbeton, have returned
from Belmont, Mass., where they
Mrs. Martha Alley has employ
attended the Tappan-Stickney wed- ment in North Haven,
ding and reception. Mr. and Mrs. i
Mrs Wilbur F Senter spent Sun
R M McKinley and daughters
Betty and Ruth cf Union were also day with her father. Gilbert M.
Wheeler in Brunswick
among the guests.

Harry W. Graves, “Bud"
Latin Scientific

John B. Guptill, “Johnny"

Civic

Oliver J. Hamlin,
Commercial

Perry H. Howard, “Trap"
Latin Scientific

George A. Huntley.
Civic

"Gus"

Edwin K. Jones, “Eddie"
Scientific

• a • •

Tlie Waterville Sentinel has this
! to say of the annual commence] ment pkiy of Colby College, pre! rented Friday and Saturday to ca
pacity audiences in Waterville
Opera House. Tlie title role broke
precedent by falling to a Sopho
more. Gordon Richardson of Rock
land.
The Sentinel said in part:
A very unusual oriental play.
I "K ung" by Mi s. Larz Anderson
: was presented Friday and Saturday
afternoons at the Opera House as
■he annual Colby College Com
mencement play.
Different from any other play
) ever presented here, the play reI volved around the great phllospher.
j K’ung Fu-tse (Confucius), ably
i played b.v Gordon A. Richardson,
his work with hls pupils, and hls
unhappy wife Cliien-Kwan, en
acted by Beatrice R. Kennedy.
His attractive young wife, how
ever, longs for gaiety, and Ls easily
persuaded to leave her husband by
the handsome Prince of Lu, played
by Halsey A. Frederick, Jr.
A thrilling climax Ls reached when
Cliien-Kwan realizes too late that
her love for her husband and tlieir
son means more than the artificial
pleasures of ber new life.
Much of thc charm of the play la
developed th the conversations or
the philosopher with hls pupils dur
ing which he tells them hls maxims.
The setting for thc play was ex
ceptionally lovely and was for the
most part lent by Mrs. Anderson
ard Mrs. A Percival Wyman.
Eleanor W. Smart who Imperson
ates Kwan Yin, goddess of mercy,
deserves special mention. On the
stage until the final scene and
seated according to tradition with
a huge sea shell, she remained ab
solutely Immobl'e throughout the
performance which must certainly
be an endurance record.
Much color was contributed by
the sing song girls, who also ap
peared as a dancing chorus. Beau
tifully co-tumed, their dances which
were designed and directed b.v Miss
Virginia Gardner of the department
j cf Physical Education added much
to the enjcymrnt of the performance. John White Thomas of the
faculty compo. -'d the music for the
girls' song.

For some time there has been
little of the Junkman's presence in
the streets but of late there have
j been calls for rags and rubbers, bot
tles and metal and even paper is
! commanding a better price, so they
I are salvaging that. too.
• • • •
“May we never feel want, nor,
want feeling, remembering thej
Dorothy Rose Kalloch. "Dot"
-. ..
, hand that gives, gathers and your
Commercial
Burton O. Bickmore and bride
I
’
I greatest contribution to the sum
A pretty Summer wedding was picture. The stairway, down which totaj of things is yourself."
solemnized Saturday night at 8 the bridal party marohed, was
• • • •
o'clock, when Miss Jeannette Eileen ) banked with purple lilacs and white j Music librarians could be of
Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. streamers. Mrs, Howard Rollins of: great aid in helping to preserve
Harold Hart of Bath, became the Camden played Lohengrin s Wed- I
songs and the early folk music
bride of Burton O. Bickmore. son I ding March and Miss Gladys Grant of this locality. There ls a Music
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bickmore | sang “Oh Promise Me.”
Library Association and they aie
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officia- (
A reception was held followingdoing great work in this line over
ted at the double ring service,
the ceremony, the wedding groupmany parts of the united States
and mothers of the bride and groomand Canada. Let this very thing
Mrs Josephine Y. Baker of Bed which took place at the home of
Mrs. Elmer Curtis will take over
d<>ne in local music clubs and
ford. Mass., is visiting friends in thc bride s aunt. Mrs. Cheever formed the receiving line. A beauHelvi Laitinen
Harold W. Heald. Ti'.me“
Ames. Orange street. The couple tlful wedding cake was cut by the wlth y,, heip of the fine iibrary '
instructicn of the ac.urdion pupils
this city for a short time.
Civic
Commercial
of Danny Patt who has joined
were attended
by Mrs, Ames as bride, and assisting in serving were residents can scour out much of
___________ _________
Lowell Tliomas in ffew York. Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Bickmore. Miss Mar- flne music ln une of old folk songs. n
.... .
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Bird had matron of honor. Mrs Elmir Joyce
PILLSBURY-COFFEY
giret Adams. Miss Ruth Marston.
chanties and old lumbermen's Red CfOSS lVork
Curtis will teach beginners and as weekend guests. Mr. and Mrs of Camdcn as bridesmaid, and ElMiss Madeline Creckett Coffey.
First and Second Class pupils. Vaughn Clay of Buffalo. N. Y.. who mer Joyce the best man. Ushers ' and Mrs. Maude Bridges of Swan a ballads that wtll be greatly worth
Telephone 738 Maine Music Co.
daughter
cf Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
were
Maxwell
Ames
ar.d
Bradford
Island.
Mrs.
Earle
Bickmore
was
j
while
and
add
t0
future
historic
returned with them from Bowdoin
Mrs. Lamb Sewing Chair
7273 commencement.
Ames.
:I in
guest book
— charge
—---- of the —
------ Ku'' pleasures.
Coffey of Ash Point and James
man and Mrs. Beach
The bride wore a gown of Ivory erous beautiful gifts were received
Hamblen Pillsbury, son cf Mrs Edna
Yarn Chairman
Mrs. Edward W. BciTy was in satin, with finger-tip veil and by the couple.
It is a joy to walk cut these eveFlood of Oorham weie married
Belfast Monday to attend funeral orange blossoms. Her bouquet was
Mr. Bickmore. who graduated in ntngs with the air so filled with j At a meeting held in Cemmunity
services for Mrs. Robert P. Chase.
of calla lilies and lilies of thc val- 1934 from Rockland High School, the. perfume of lovely garden Building Monday afternoon Mrs. 8unday at 3 o'clcck at the Congre
gational parsonage in Ocrham by
ley. Mrs. Ames wore powder blue is employed by Round Top Farms, flowers.
.Susie Lamb was chosen chairman
William A Glover, Jr., who is em lace, with a headdress of pink i Mrs. Bickmore graduated from
Rev Mr Dubbv
• • • •
jof sewing and Mr.s Jane Beach
ReoUU*« o
ployed in Quincy, Mass., spent the flowers and tulle, and carried a Camden High School in 1933.
The attendant" wer. Mrs. Natha
k
service TO
No records of baptisms were kept! chairman of yarn (sweaters) for
weekend at his home in this city.
bouquet of pink carnations and
couple went to Cadillac in any country until the 16th Cen- the Rockland Branch, American lie R 8now. cousin of thc bride,
and Louis Pillsbury, the groem's
delphinium. Mrs. Joyce was cos- i Mountain on a brief honeymoon
Red Cross. The first meeting of
i Edwin Libby Relief Corps met turned in light blue moire taffeta,' trip, Mrs. Bickmore traveling in turv.
brother.
• • • •
those women interested in making
| Thursday, with afternoon beano,
I A reception wa, held at the heme
her headdress and bouquet the navy blue, with white accessories,
Some motorists arc always look- . of girls and womens dresses will
supper and full rehearsal at the
cve»«*
of Mrs Flood, after which the
same
as
the
matron
of
honor.
The
They
have
returned
and
are
residsaii-ik®
ing for friends to help, for persons be held in the Congregational
business session.
Mrs. Gladys I
Murphy and staff will leave Wedsl0°d beneath an archway of ing in an apartment at 25 Frar.k.in W|lo wouid appreciate a ride, al- Church at 2 o'clock Thursday Mate- bridal pair left on a wedding trip,
destina'lon unknown.
white lilacs, making a beautiful) street.
ways giving someone a lift home on rial will be furnished and sewing
nesday to attend Uie two days
Mr. and Mrs. Pi’lrbu.y will be at
a dark or rainy night: “Kind friends machines are available for use.
O.A.R State Convention at Water
l home In Yarmouth after July 1.
Mrs A. L. Vose is visiting her are more than coronets' you may
Miss Annie M Frost returned Sat
Branch chapters of the Knox
ville. The local corps will exem
County organization present were
plify the ritualistic work on Thurs urday from a visit in Attliboro and sister. Mrs. Jennie Winslow in remember.
Mis Bertha Coomb, and AJlsa
from Camdcn. Unicn-Hope, St.
day. Mrs. Eizabeth Mills is first Taunton, Mass. She was accom Portland.
1 Mary Wotton. gave a dancing party
Hint—When painting a surface j George, Vinalhaven. North Haven
delegate. €upper and meeting will panied by >Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
i last night at Cemmunity Building.
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn left Monday with a dark color, add a little lamp and Rockland, and the quota for
Frost of Attleboro, who were her
be omitted this week.
I in honor of Miss Mary Perry. Bas
for Rutherford. N. J, where she black to the priming coat. This I the Knox County Chapter is as
guests for the weekend.
will be the guest of Mrs Joyce will make thc finish coat more even follows: 10 men's sweaters, 19 wom kets of bridal-wreath, iris and other
Mrs. Frances Pierce of Lincoln
garden flowers, tastefully arranged,
Mrs. Carroll B Ronco (Muriel E. Lehing for two weeks.
and of better appearance, says an en's sweaters, and 20 for children;
is thc guest «f Mr. and Mrs. Ern
decorated the tower room Dainty
McPhee)
was
stricken
suddenly
expert
painter.
20
children's
dresses,
10
women's
est C. Davis.
refreshments
were served, there
1 ONE WAT ROUNOTIir
•
o
e
e
with acute appendicitis Friday and
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater is hav
dresses and 20 layettes.
being about 70 guests Ml's Perrv.
With the reopening
Thomas a Kempis was a great
Mrs. Luella Curry of Old County was operated on at the Mount Des ing a week's vacation from C.ty
The Camdcn Branch appointed
of this comfortable, scenic
road, accompanied by her grand ert Island hospital. Bar Harbor.
', Treasurer Morey's office, which she teacher. Listen to his advice: "Why the following numbers oh a com i who leaves soon with her mother
sea route you are given a
wilt thou defer thy good purpose mittee to produce surgical dressing ' and sister, to make her home in
daughter. Miss Lorraine Curry, went
J is spending at Spruce Head.
cruise-iike way of going to
from day to day? Arise and begin and sweaters: Mrs Ethel Anderson, | Virg n'a wa: p:r -nted with a fltSunday to Radium, Colo., to spend
the New York World's Fair.
Wednesday-Thursday
The
Congregational
Junior
Choir
)
this very Instant and say, 'Now is Mrs. J. B Waterbury, Mrs. Emma i ted travelling case from the group.
the
summer
with
Mrs.
Curry's
son,
The Saint John offers you
| Chaperones were Mr. ano Mrs. Horthe comforts and entertain
Mark, on his ranch.
meets Wednesday afternoon at 2 30,1 tbe timc to be doing, now is the CorpelLs. Mrs. Joyce Balovlc. Mrs. I
For These
ment of a transatlantic cross
| with Mrs. E. F. Berry. 25 Orove time to be striving, now is the fit Ross. Mrs. Ruth M Perry and Mrs. )1 ace Coombs, Mr and Mrs. Charles
ing. Fine meals and modern
Wotton. Mr and Mrs. Alvin Small,
Three
.
Miss Betty May of Cleveland ar
street.
time to amend thyself."
Anne Prcctor. Their first meeting
staterooms fairly priced.
Miss Marguerite dcRochcmcnt and
a • a •
rives today to spend the summer at And Their
will be held Friday of thLs week.
Broad decks. Sound pic
Crescent Beaeli with Mrs. Elis Dramatic
Night guards in the prison at
There will be a meeting of thc
Thc following telegram was re- j Albert McCarty. Mrs. Josephine
tures. Dancing. Deck sports.
Watts, at thp Vining cottage.
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S. S. Saint John leaven State
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TOUR THRILLED
Mrs.
Faith
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Brown
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and
old
members
are
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to
take
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prisoners.
Some
of
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tenants
at 12:00 noon (D.S.T.). Due
“Please urge group this afternoon
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birthday bags, which will be collect have apparently threatened to give to concentrate energies next two
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ter in this climate than trying to
By Owen DavL,
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Hollywood
get blossoms from sowing seeds.
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FREE.
BLONDE
AND
21
”
Phone 892
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Dine in the New Terrace
Oil
Sta MAIN SiToday is Short Subjects Day
Shows; Mat. 2: Evg. S.4S and *43
Dining Room
Whoever snw lilacs more profuse
Perm»nent
Continuous Saturday Z.IS to 10 43
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Mrs. Maurice Hill Ls convalescing
at Rr-t Haven following a surgical
cperatlon at Kncx Hospital.

Mr and Mrs. Oeorge L. St. Clair
will entertain A. H Newbert Asso
ciation, Thursday night at tlieir
Crescent Beach cottage Mrs. Leo
Hcward. Mrs. Raymond Watts and
Mrs George Gay will a'sist Mrs.
St. Clair as housekeepers. Mem
bers will please take dishes.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred Sargent of
Faimouth Foreside. Mr and Mrs.
Austin Orne of Friendship and Mr.
and Mrs. M P. Orne of Warren were
visiters Sunday at the home of
Ulysses Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Melville D'arborn
and son, Earl. Charles Dearborn and
Mrs. OrrLs Young were guest.-, Sun
day of Mr. and Mrs. Walter SimI mens.
M.-s Ethel Kelley and Mr:, Mar
tha Desmond cf West Semervllie,
Ma , passed the weekend with
Mi Aria Brennen.
Mrs Janes Simmons lias returned
i to The Lucette in Thomaston after
spending a few weeks at her home.
Miss Michelson and friends cf
New Yoik have arrived for tlie sum
mer.
| Miss Alice Breen lias returned
home after spending several wcek3
, In Thomaston.
j Lewis Thompson has employment
in Rockland.
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fragrant white cream with
out any bad odor,*
Painless . . . not massy. . .
quick to use. As simple to re
move as cold cream.
Economical because you uss so
very little each time.
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skin.

5. Removes hair close to skin, leav
ing skin soft, smooth, clean
fragrant.
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FAMOUS poet makes plea

Asks Quick Aid
Allies Must Be Helped
If America Is, Says
Edna Millay

I

Edna St. Vincent Millay, the poet, European conflict, the poet pleadoffered a poetic plea for American ed in her last stanza:
... ...

...

-

,

aid to the allies. Writing from her
.

..

~

.

POSTER STAMPS ADVERTISE MAINE

Authority On Coins

“Oh. build, assemble, transport, gl’-e,
That England. Prance and we may live.
Before tonight, before too late,
To those wh*o hoid our counuys mtt
! In desperate Angers, reaching out
por weapons we corner about.
All that we can. and more and now
oh. God! Let not the lovtry brow
Of freedom in the trampled mud
Grow cold! Have we 'no brains, no

A Letter From A. Jay See
Which Will Interest
the Collectors

(2) The boy must be in first class
Maine Labor Relations—Tlie most
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
significant
facts
in
the
considera

physical
condition with practically
The coin mentioned by Mrs. John
tion
of
the
National
Labor
Relaperfect
eye-sight.
Andrews in your issue of June 13 is
an English half penny. The In- i,lons Act this P®st week was **
(3) Since the boy must be ad
scriotion on the obverse or head ' <’omPlete working agreement be
mitted on certificate to the Acad
no any thing
sideshould be read Georgius 11 Rex '
the Republican, and the
we are to help the Allies, M .
own c
trv..
n
or which we proudly talk and sing
*
Which we like men can bring to bear, On
the reverse which pictures; American Federation of Labor. emy he must have completed at
Edna St. Vincent Millay. American peared prominently in New York
For freedom, and against despair?
.
...
. ,, , .. . Lest French and British ftghters deep “Britannia bv the seaside" the word The result of this friendly accord least one year in a recognized col
poet, said when asked how she newspapers. Assailing
beliefs that m ba;Ue needing guns arid sleep,
• nia" ending is at the right of the; was the modification of the Na- lege or university and have secured
••
came to write her poem. "Tliere this country' was insulated from the And lack
we be left to fight alone.
seated female figure I have two tional Labor Relations Act In ac- a rank at least 10 percent above
Are No Islands Any More."
simllar ones. One dated 1740; the! <-’ordftnce that changes that have the passing grade required by the
GOING BACK HOME
been shown to be wise by the ex- institution he has attended.
The poem subtitled. “Lines Writ
other 1746
Any boys who are interested
To go back a little further I have l*rlence of the Iast two >ears ar>d
ten in Passion and ln Deep Con
Five Hundred Young Men Have
a coin of Carolus iCharlesi IT dated the Investigations of the Smith should Immediately communicate
cern ior England. France and My
Learned I seful Things At Quoddy
Mrs. Clara Emery Will
with Congressman Ralph O. Brew
1673. The reverse of this coin also Committee.
Own Country.’ appears on another
Head Rockland Branch
ster by letter or wire at 255 House
has
the
-Britannia
As
I
havel
The
southern
group
of
Democrats
Five hundred young men, ranging
page of this paper today.
Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Another Year
in age from 18 through 26 have been collecting over 50 years I have | who have been bitterly opposed to
In filing applications on account
‘•The English. French, and Ameri
quite a lot of this copper junk of any and all labor legislation were
The W.C T.U met at the home of just completed a five-month enrollof
the shortness of time boys should
cans—they are the same kind of
no great value, but it makes a compelled to co-operate with the
people ln spite of surface differ- J Mrs Kate Brawn Friday afternoon men period at the Quoddy Regional ^Q^y for me and not at all ex- Republicans and the American give full details regarding their
ences." Miss Millay said, speaking for the annual meeting In observ- PrOject and are preparing to leave • pensive as very few of
them are Federation of Labor in order to ac qualifications.
gently and earnestly. "They have ance of Flag Day the lheme of the for home. These youth were orig- really rare. I have in the old Lib complish the moderate changes
the same ideals, they believe In devotional service was "My Coun
erty Head U. S. Cents several early which were Anally determined up
the same things. Today our com try.” Mrs. Frances Hall read the inally enrolled from all sections of dates as 1798, 1801-2-3-9 and from on.
New England and New York State.
mon civilization Is at stake. We 33d Psalm. Miss Ada Yeung read a
This left the so-called Left Wing
Since their arrival at Quoddy in 1816 to 1867 both dates included
By Kenneth H. Cassens
must really help Britain and France poem "Untried " Mrs. Emery read
of
the labor movement out on the
all
dates
and
about
a
dozen
U.
S.
and at once, if we are to help our an article The Preacher Says, by January, each of them has worked half cents I have no bootjacks or proverbial limb and they mustered
ln two or more of the 20 trades
selves.”
Rev Kenneth Cassens. Mrs. Susie available on the project. These' fo°t scrapers, but have some old at the finish only a little over one
No possession without a cost of
Listening to the progress of the LaTbZ‘?a,l!he^iSt°ry 01 the flag , include Agriculture. Aviation. Cafe-! books. Some printed before 1800 hundred votes In the House. This some sort is worth having. No at
war over the radio, she said, the and the flag code.
episode is significant of a far- tainment which comes to us on
teria. Carpentry Commercial. Draft I have a Bible of .1813
picture had come to her of a Ger
The secretary's report on sum
reaching change that is in progress greased ways, without compensatory'
I
have
a
book
printed
io
1810.
ing and Planning, Electrical, Oarmany taking France and then mary for the year, showed the sched
as the Republican party and the effort, is worth acquiring. Yet we
Lectures
on
Rhetoric
and
Oratory.
rage. Landscaping, Machine Shop.
of the Nazi revolutionary machine uled program of eighteen numbers
Mapmaking. Medical. Painting. Pipe It ls the second of a two volume American Federation of Labor often expect to get something for
moving deep into South America
had all been carried out with little
Trades, Radio, Recreation. Repro edition. By John Quincy Adams move more closely together for the nothing, or to retain something of
Portland. Maine. June 18—Maine are sold In blocks of 24 for 25 cents
"Suppose we had that situation change Five meetings were public
duction. Sheet-metal. Warehouse L1J>. This Mr Adams afterward common defense of those sound value making any effort to keep it. J
Next
to
Christianity-Itself,
our
most
i
PMter
8,an‘»s were P'aeed °n with an album in which they can
on our southern doorstep," she A‘ Thanksgiving service was held
and Woodworking Not only have became President of the United principles of labor relations and
oe placed by collectors.
valuable possession in this country1 sak last week at newsstands and
said, “for it ls foolish to believe with Inmates at the almshouse. A
Tlie albums are printed in two
these youth been given the oppor States. If you Mr. Editor wish to social progress to which they have
tiiat Hitler will halt hls conquests Christmas Cheer meeting at Home
is our freedom. It is in our present [ other stores throughout the State
colors with a special space re
tunity to obtain valuable work ex become a famous orator there is both been historically been devoted.
“You recall hearing him say. for Aged Women a New Years Serv
Adjournment—The President has liberty of couoet^npe, speech, and "in order that everyone will have served for each stamp. A short de
perience. but Quoddy has intensive much in this book on the real tech‘There are no islands any more.1 ice. with Rev. H. I. Holt as guest
action that we find the source of a chance of purchasing them." Guy scription of the scenes shown on the
ly trained enrollees in good work nique of oratory. Some of the words informed CongTess that they may
Surely in the face of this greed for speaker. In (February, a meeting on
in
this
book
are
gems.
As
you
are
go
home
so
far
as
he
is
concerned
all the good things we possess— P Butler, manager ot the Maine stamps is also included.
habits and stressed the ability to
power, it is wisest for the United Temperance and Missions was held
now far from being a beginner in on June 22 although his intimation from mutual pe.ice and co-opera- Publicity Bureau announced today.
Butler said that the stamps are
States to lend its assistance now with the local mission circles «pethe art of speaking you might use was carried in somewhat stronger ; tton to electric lights and ref rig- , The stamps are designed to be proving "extremely popular" with
ple.
The
citizenship
program,
in

Mrs Perron of
Hitler could bring us into war at a cially invited.
placed on mail leaving the State as poster stamp collectors throughout
volving youth self-government, has some of the instruction here given; language than the words indicated, erators.
later date if he wished to. simply Thomaston gave a talk and exhibit
to put the brilliant polish on your The Republicans ln both the House j Freedom cost something in 1773 a means of calling added attention the country and suggested that, ln
further
provided
training
in
citizen

by strangling us economically ln ed wofk on the Philippines. In
lectures before the Orangers and and Senate are opposed to ad- j and the years following. I think i to Maine's many attractions They addition to affixing them to their
April Young People s Day was noted ship and strengthened the belief in the Lions.
our world trade
journment at this time believing the spectacle of Europe today makes are reproductions ot colored paint mail, that Maine citizens send entire
the superiority of the democratic
“I don't know that this ls a very by presenting Rev. Frederick W.
But I am> going far now from my that the Congress should be ready 1 the price tag eminently satisfac ing*. and depict scenes from each of block to collector friends in other
form
of
government.
good poem, but I hope that it may Smith in the Senior High School,
At present hundreds of former1 orl8inal subject the old. old cop- for action under any conditions tory. That freedom could not have the States sixteen counties. They States.
who shewed a moving picture "The
help a little," Miss Millay added.
that may arise and should be in a I continued without co-operation in
Quoddyites are working in private per coin. Again I will say as I have
Miss Millay Is one of the distin Challenge.”
position to act for the welfare and the matter of Federation. We were
said
in
letters
before
that
there
are
SEARSMONT
In May. Child Health and industry. Industrial and business thousands of them still in the bu protection of the country.
guished modem American poets. At
I spared the rivalry of 13 or 48 weak
The Methodist Ladies Aid has
the age of 19 she published a long Mother's Day was observed by en- concerns will find these young men reau drawer and the cigar box and
This to some extent reflects a very states by the numerical sacrifice
mothers and babies, in caPable and ^dustriofls workers.
elected
as officers: Mrs. Ada Warn
poem "Renascence' In the "The tertalning
considerable doubt regarding the and co-operation that makes us a
the local S S.. Beginners and Cradle
H 15 ‘nterestlng to note that ar- J ®a”> th‘n“ a«e makes them
Here Comet An Appreci er. president; Mrs. Ethel Higgins,
course which the President may I "Union strong and great"—but
Lyric Year," an anthology of 1912.
Roll. Five other programs
were -angements are now being made K d
0 as d man> *ere coln*d
ative Letter From New
vice president; Mrs. Mabel Cobb,
which remains one of the most re
J Union cost something. They were
given by department directors Spe- :o considerably expand Quoddy fa- most of them are ln «hrtence now take.
secretary; Mrs. Harriet Knight,
Haven
Woman
markable poems of this generation.
There is undoubtedly a good deal willing to think about their prob
cial effort was the Local Survey and i fllit‘es in order t0 Provide a greater as he> are Jnuch more ‘ndestructreasurer; and Mrs. Ada Warner,
From that time on Miss Millay de placing of literature
lems;
then
to
come
to
a
mutual
of
feeling
in
the
country
that
Connumber of youth with exploratory “ble than the postage stamps of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Ethel Higgins. Miss Belle
voted herself to poetry, publishing
The treasurer's report gave 93 naid experience in various 'trades and PfrhaPs not more than 20
°Id
should remaln ln sesslon dur- decision, unsatisfactory to some, bui
I noticed in “The Black Cat” col Lowell, and Mrs Harriet Knight,
volume after volume which has
wise
according
to
the
knowledge
of
memberships. Two members were “und traln“>K
good work habits. ‘hat are now worth dollars
lr< lhls emergency To what extent
umn of June 6 Issue, the item, "Am members of the sewing and pur
earned for her a world-wide fame
the coin of 200 years of age is still the Democrats will descend from the group: and then they acted uplost
by
death.
Mrs.
Sarah
Lulkin
Such
expansion
is
a
direct
result
of
I alone ln being an admirer of frog chasing committee.
In 1922. she was awarded the
the voice of the President and de- i on their decision, with the lesser
worth less than one dollar.
Mr. and Mrs, Jcseph Zachowski,
Mrs.
Margaret
Maxey.
Greetings
lhe
Present
national
defense
promusic:" I will admit that I, too, ad.
Pulitzer Prize for the best book of
Of the so-called "Flying Eagle" cllne to be dismissed ls not yet 18roup co-operating with the larger mire a good Irog concert.
Mr
and Mrs. Herbert Plaisted, Mr.
poems published during that year were read from Mrs. Alice Kit- «ram. Quoddy will thus continue
tredge. Mrs Evelyn Sherman. Mrs ' l<> do Us share in alleviating the Icent 011 y one date u rare—1858 clear although there are consider despite their original opposition.
Many years have passed since I and Mrs Kenneth Plaisted. and Mr.
Her work is marked by great lyrical
The
Civil
War
was
the
only
blot
Helen Perry sent expression of serious shortage of apprentices and | ~1857 and 1858 are really common, able rumblings of dissatisfaction on
was situated where I could enjoy and Mrs. Clarence Gelo attended
power and her sonnet sequence
thanks for the Young Crusader sent ' skilled labor existing in industry 1 ha'e never setn one °r 1856 bul the Democratic side and some on that democratic method of ac their music and note the different Appleton commencement.
“Fatal Interview," has been com
tion;
and
we
should
trust
and
pray
have had many of the other two strong leaders have indicated their
sounds pouring from each individual
Mr. and Mrs. William Norrie ot
pared by critics to Mrs. Browning s. to the Purchase Street School The today through preliminary explora- dates.
determination to vote against ad that it will remain the only blot threat.
Beltast called recently on Mrs. Lula
white
peonies
"Frances
Willard
”
tion
of
youth.
Rossetti's, and Petrarch's. Gene
in this land of ours. If we are not
Collecting the varieties of the journment.
I won’t pretend not to envy the Sprowl.
------ ■
vieve Taggard, poet and critic, planted last September In tlie Hos- -----again to be divided, or worse still,
Congress
is
still
unanimously
and
Lincoln
Head
cents
all
issued
since
writer, but next to hearing them my
Mrs C. M. Burgess and daughter
wrote of this book. "Immortality is pital garden, are showing good ton; evangelistic, almshouse, sys- 1929 Is quite a problem. For in- earnestly in favor of all necessary to be ruled by a dictatorial min
self I am glad to know others ap Eva of Union visited recently a* the
tematic giving. Mrs. Lena Stevens;
growth and many buds.
here defined and achieved. '
ority.
however,
we
must
awaken
1814 D and proper measures to prepare
preciate them. As I motor through Cobb home.
The election of officers was: international relations Miss Alena 8tance how many of
In writing the present social
ourselves from our present fatal
variety
or
the
1922
are
often
seen
'
and
is
ready
to
supply
whatever
the country, nothing gives me more
These pupils of the village pri
poem. “There Are No Islands Any President. Mrs Clara S Emery; vice Young; literature. Miss Mabel or even the 1931 or the 1932 Look I funds and authority are necessary habit of “letting Oeorge do It.”
pleasure than to slow down and mary school were neither absent
president.
Mrs.
Susie
Lamb;
secre-j
Seavey;
flower
mission.
Miss
ErnMore.' Miss Millay has not engaged
over the cents you handle every for this purpose but Congress* is Time and again we say. "the Gov- listen to the singing of the frogs.
nor tardy during the spring term:
her talents for the first time in be tary, Miss Florence Hastings; estine Getchell; child welfare, Mrs. day. You will find these dates j also increasingly suspicious of ernment will—'' and forget that
Living as I do within a few steps Gertrude Harrtman. Joyce Hill,
treasurer.
Miss
Edwina
Jipson.
i
Minnie
Cress,
assistant
Mrs.
Susie
half of contemporary affairs. She
and others I could name hard to blank check and unlimited author- “We, the People of the United of the Winchester Repeating Arms Billie Warner, Walter Fuller, Fran
Department Directors: Sunday1 Lamb.
wrote a series of poems on the
States are the Government of the Co., “a huge establishment" and
find.
itj’.
ces Gelo, Junior Harriman, Gard
------------------Spanish Revolution which appear School Work. Mrs Florence Pike;
United States".
Maine
and
the
Defense
Program
A.
Jay
See
realize the horribleness taking place ner Fuller, Joan Harriman. Carl
temperance and missions, Mrs Kate
The first Protestant hymn book,
in her latest book Several years
Now if we are to preserve our across the sea. where things must
Union. June 15
—Maine stands to share in the
Howard. Stanley Warner, Alex
Brawn; health, medical, temperance, edited by Bishop Luke of Prague,
ago Miss Millay published a book
great
defense
program
that
is
now
freedom
it will cost the price of look pretty black, makes me long Harriman, and Lillian Howard.
and narcotics, Miss Ada Young; a leader of the Moravian Brethren j
entitled "Conversation at Mid
| underway with the shipyards at thought. Thinking is hard; but we for the days that used to be ln the
Mr and Mrs Charles Brooks and
press, alcohol education, speech was sent forth from the presses of I nanc Tn FatTOPTt
night," ln which she explored mod
I Bath and Kittery practically as- must realize that a vague beneficent old Pine Tree State with Its rich daughter of Portland, Donald Plals
contests. Mrs Clara Emery; Chris- this devout sect of evangelists in j
ern social beliefs.
j sured of activity for the next five "government' cannot take over and green fields, grazing ,2*eep and ted and daughter Donna of Augusta
tla ncitizenship, Miss Bertha Orbe- , the year 1501.
Her name for the average read
solve our problems without taking frolicsome lambs and the peaceful and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Perry and
Limited To Actual
■ or ten years on a full time basis.
er Is, however, more closely Identi
The Bath Iron Works has already us over as its vassals. We must evenings filled with frog music and son of Winthrop were recent visitors
Amount of Credit They
fied with the lyrical mood of her
at the Plaisted home.
Can Use To Advantage received contracts for several mari- j frilnlt our problems through. We other night sounds.
earlier volumes. In this role her
In that day and age it was far
time cargo ships for the United must decide according to the demo
Mis. Sarah Burgess of Union ls
poetry Is loved and admired to
Foster Jameson of Waldoboro, a States government and is low bid- cratic method of collective discus more thrilling and living sitting by guest of her daughter. Mrs. Harold
such a degree that she is one of the
the epen window listening to a frog , Cobb.
director of the Auburn production der on four destroytrs. This will sion and decision.
few poets whose books remain best
credit association, attended a re- mean that these communities and, We cannot permit a minority to chorus, then bv a radio, today, re j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luce have
sellers for months after publication.
gional meeting last week for dl-! the surrounding country will be decide for us, or we will eventually ceiving war reports.
returned to Be'.mont alter spending
—Christian Science Monitor
Ood grant that in the near future the winter at Uie home of Mrs. Lucy
rectors of several credit co-opera- full of activity throughout this be led by them t0 dictatorship
lives in Sunapee, N H. Based on next decade and that helps every- Democratic decision may be slow, we have more beauty in nature and Bean.
SHE CANNOT UNDERSTAND
reports presented there, farmers one ln Maine, as those communities I but R *s safest for the people as a world peace and less greed, heart
The Russell Knight family has
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
are using more short-term credit are able to lift not only their full whole. Lastly, we must act. and al- ache and war.
; moved to the Lucy Bean property
I wonder how many readers have
Mrs O O. Cuddy. ! recently bought.
this season, and larger numbers are share of the load but are able to waJ's at some cost ,0 ourselves We
37 Tilton St.. New Haven. Conn.
thought, as I have, how ironic it is,
purchasing their credit co-opera- help out with other sections of the may have to give up some selfish
Robert Hall e-njeyed a trip to
that the Germany where so many
privileges or work harder than we
tively' state that are less fortunate.
Quebec with his classmates of Ap
beautiful children's fairy tales orig
In the past year. 45 farmers have! Meanwhile many other factories like, tout we will have retained and Oeorge do ’ now or ever. For he pleton High School.
inated. should become the home of
Joined the Auburn Credit Associa- ( and shops will feel the stimulus of maintained our freedom. Moreover won’t, only we can.
Mrs. Belle Howes, Mrs. E'onta
-----------------murderers of defenseless children?
Cunningham, and Mt-. Delma Free
tion as new members, to obtain current purchasing for prepared- we will be passing along this great
England now has 350 varieties of man attended the graduating exerHands that long have fashioned de
credit to purchase farm equipment, ness and the other resources of blessing of Ood to our children.
'ciree of I/betty H jh School.
lightful toys for generations of
machinery, and livestock, or to I Maine will be needed in various And that ls something we can’t "let canned foods.
children the world over, are now
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“I wanted to bring home to the
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where she is ill, the poet distributed
American people that we must for
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an anti-isolationist poem entitled.
get about the slow pace of the last ..T
Lines Written in Passion and in
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White Ribboners

The Preacher Says

Likes Frog Music

Jimmie and Dick At Waldo Theatre Tomorrow

WITH SLOWER-BURNING

CAMELS

Spying Auto Plates

The aurochs, a close relative of
the original American bison, ex
tinct in Europe since the Seven
teenth Century, has been recreated
by German breeders.
z

Deane the Kansas Kitty, and Louise Pierson the Sun Flower Girl, will ap
pear at the Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro, Wednesday. June 19. In addition
to the stage act there will be the latest News and the feature “Ma! He's
Making Eyes At Me" nn the screen. There will be two cojnplete shows, ac
cording to the Summer schedule, on Wednesday night, the first at 7 and
the second at 9. There will be no matinee.
73’lt

Arkansas

Idaho
Mississippi
South Dakota
Utah

requirements:
(I) The boy must be a resident

of the Third Congressional District

and must not have passed hls 20th

birthday on April 1, 1940.

on the average, a smoking pfua equal to

5 EXTRA SMOKES

PER PACK!

